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1. btroduction 
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The purpose of this report is to provide guidance for the analysis of ecological impacts from 
highway development activities and the evaluation of related ecosystem mitigation measures. This 
guidance will support NEPA reviewers in providing informed commentsfor project scoping, EIS review, 
and 309 analysesregarding the issue of ecological degradation resulting from highway development and 
similar activities. It is hoped that this report will also be used by the Federal Highways Administration 
(FHWA) and other federal agenciesthat do not have land managementresponsibilities as they consider 
ecological issues in environmental analyses. Where appropriate, EPA program offices may want to 
support FHWA and other federal agenciesin assessingthe environmental risks of their proposed actions 
and in developing mitigations for these impacts. 

This report builds on the guidance provided by the earlier EPA report, Habitat Evaluation: 
Guidance for the Review of Environmental Impacr AssessmenrDocuments, and provides specific 
information on the ecological impacts associatedwith highway development. A primary focus of this 
report are the potential mitigations that may implemented during highway planning, design, construction, 
and operation. Many of the degrading activities and accompanying ecological impacts associatedwith 
highway development are also relevant to other construction-basedprojects such as power generation and 
industrial or residential development. By providing detailed guidance on both ecological analysis and 
mitigation, this report should improve the environmental impact assessmentsfor a wide range of 
development activities. 

1.1 Definition of Ecological Impacts 

The evaluation of ecological impacts has traditionally been limited to the consideration of 
individual species, their immediate habitats, and general natural resource categories such as water and 
air quality. Although this approach has afforded some protection to individual species and their 
ecosystems,it is inadequate for regional or global biodiversity protection efforts. The need to address 
the conditions of a wide range of species, and biological diversity in general, requires an ecological 
approach to analysis that focuses on ecosystems. Therefore, this document defines ecological impacts 
as any and all changesin the structure and function of ecosystems. 

‘Ecosystem- 7 .a natural. environme~t;composed of both living organisms and physical 
components.that function togkthe.~as an ‘ecological unit. 1:. I 

Ecosystems provide substantial ecological values and services such as fish and wildlife 
populations, nutrient cycling, water purification, and climate control. All natural areas contain definable 
units that can be called ecosystems. In general, the naturaLcondition of an environment is preferred 
because it represents a system that through evolution is most likely to provide the desired values of 
biological diversity and ecosystemfunctioning. However; in some cases, managed environments may 
be needed to promote desired resources, or becausenatural processeshave been altered. An important 
component of the ecosystemapproach to preserving biodiversity and ecological values is the designation 
of certain ecosystems,or habitats, as “of special concern.” For the purpose of this document, ecosystems 
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of concern are defined as those sensitive environments whose degradation or loss results in significant 
diminution of regional biodiversity (seeCouncil on Environmental Quality 1993). The condition of these 
ecosystemscan be evaluatedin terms of both structure and function and should reflect holistic measures 
of ecosystemhealth or ecological integrity (see Costanxaet al. 1992). 

While ecosystem are often classified by broad vegetation-basedcategories, each ecosystemis 
unique and must be evaluated in the context of its specific geographic location. At the same time, 
alteration of an ecosystemby degradingactivities must be consideredin terms of the impact on the entire 
landscape. Therefore, an ecosystemperspective is essentialfor the adequate considerationof ecological 
impacts. This approach requires that the interactions of ecological componentsbe considered, and that 
the unique characteristicsof each ecosystembe evaluated. 

The Council on Environmental Quality (1993) report, Incorporating Biodiversity Considerations 
Into Environmental Impact Analysis Under the National Environmental Policy Act, recommends an 
ecosystemapproachto biodiversity conservation. Therefore, the approachand methods describedin this 
report are consistentwith the increasedemphasisbeing placed on preserving biodiversity. As evidenced 
by the reports of the Office of Technology Assessment(U.S. Congress, OTA 1987) and the National 
Academy of Sciences(Wilson 1988), awarenessof the immensesocial and intrinsic values of biodiversity 
has increased greatly in recent years. The diversity of species and genetic strains provides a pool of 
critically important resources for potential use in agriculture, medicine, and industry; the loss of wild 
plant and animal speciesthat have not been tested, or in some casesnot yet described, would deprive 
society of these potentials. Access to genetic resources contributes about $1 billion annually to U.S. 
agriculture through developmentof improved crops. Livestock and other sourcesof protein benefit from 
this accessas well. About 25 percent of our prescription drugs are derived from plant materials, and 
many more are based on models of natural compounds. Native species themselves are essential as 
foodstuffs and are valuable as commodities such as wood and paper. Marine biodiversity, in particular, 
plays a major role in meeting the protein needsof the world. At the ecosystemlevel, biodiversity is 
essentialto the continued provision of important ecological services, such as regulation of hydrologic 
cycles, carbon and nutrient cycling, soil fertility, and commercially and recreationally important fish and 
wildlife populations. 

1.2 Report Format 

The following sections of this report present the specific approachesand methods required for 
adequateevaluation of. ecological impacts from highway development. Section 2 illustrates how the 
evaluation of ecologica; impacts meets existing requirements for integrated NEPA analyses. Section 3 
discussesthe many specific impacts to ecosystemsthat result from highway development activities. 
Section 4 provides the basic framework for addressing ecosystemconservation through evaluation of 
highway impacts. Section 5 presentsspecific methodsfor evaluatingthese impacts, including identifying 
possible ecosystemassessmentendpoints. Section 6 follows with specific mitigation measuresthat may 
be applied to addressthe impacts to these endpoints. Finally, Section 7 provides a summary table of 
mitigations for highway impacts in different settings. A bibliography is included as Section 8. 



2. The Need for Ecological Analysis in Highway Projects 

Traditionally, NEPA analysesof ecological resourceshave emphasizedthreatenedand endangered 
(and certain commercially important) species, wetlands (and other sensitive aquatic habitats), and 
protected areas (such as parks and refuges). As the understanding of ecosystem functioning has 
increased, more comprehensive and sophisticated ecological analysesare possible. The recent Council 
on Environmental Quality (CEQ) report (1993), Incorporating Biudiversiry Considerations inro 
Environmental Impact Analysis Under rhe Non’ond Environmental Policy Act, illustrates the increased 
level of analysis that is now expected from environmental impact assessments. Improved ecological 
analysis is also the goal of continuing efforts to strengthen the integration of NEPA considerations with 
other environmental assessmentactivities (Bausch 1991). Efforts to develop methods for cumulative 
effects analysis have also been ongoing, and they are expected to culminate in publication of a 
practitioner’s handbook by the end of 1993 (Ray Clark, CEQ, personal communication). 

2.1 NEPA Mandate 

Section 102(2) of NEPA requires a systematic, interdisciplinary approach that integrates science 
and environmental design into the decision-making process. In addition, CEQ regulations require 
integrating NEPA requirements with other environmental review and consultation requirements. Both 
of theseprovisions are designedto meet the basic objective of NEPA which is-to integrate environmental 
quality objectives comprehensively into planning. The ecosystemapproach, as embodied in this report, 
provides the framework for a truly integrated assessmentof environmental objectives. Becauseit requires 
consideration of the interactions among the full range of ecological resources and focuses on the integrity 
and functioning of the landscapeor regional ecosystem, the ecosystem approach is ideal for integrated 
NEPA assessments. 

2.2 Federal Highway Administration Mandate 

There are nearly 4 million miles of roads in the United States. Such a complex system has the 
potential to alter the natural environment in a myriad different ways, and includes the potential for large 
cumulative and secondary impacts. The NEPA process offers federal and state highway authorities a 
unique tool for considering the full range of environmental impacts from highway development. 

The FHWA has recognized the importance of environmental assessmentin its Environmental 
Policy Statement (EPS) of 1990, establishing policy to avoid, minimize, and mitigate adverse 
environmental impacts. The statementgives the environment full consideration along with engineering, 
social, and economic factors in project decisionmaking and stresses the need to fully integrate 
environmental considerations into agency policies and procedures. Of particular concern to FHWA is 
the requirement to consider the possibility of secondary and cumulative impacts of agency actions. 
Cumulative impacts are defined in 40 CFR 1508.7 (1978) as “the impact on the environment which 
results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions.” To achieve the balanced ‘consideration of these and other impacts, 
environmental concerns must be addressed in the early stages of planning and throughout project 
development. The ecosystem approach provides a means of identifying the entire complement of 
resourcesand interactions that must be understood to adequatelyconsider cumulative and indirect impacts. 
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This is especially important when the affected environment is ltigely undisturbed, while in human-altered 
systems a targeted resource approachmay be equally valid. 

This emphasison integrated assessmentof environmental impacts from highway development is 
also contained in the 1991 Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA). ISTEA (U.S. 
Congress 1991) statesthat 

“It is the policy of the United Statesto develop a National Intermodal Transportation System that 
is economically efficient, [and] environmentally sound... 

and that 

”.. . Social benefits must be consideredwith particular attention to the external benefits of reduced 
air pollution, reduced traffic congestion and other aspectsof the quality of life in the United 
States.” 

ISTEA also contains provisions requiring FHWA to work with State highway agenciesas never before 
to preserve and enhance environmental resources while implementing transportation programs. 
Specifically Statesare required to ”. . . undertakea continuoustransportation planning process.., ” which 
includesstatewideand metropolitan plans (including long-rangeplans) consistentwith existing plansunder 
the Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act, that consider the 

I 
. . . overall social, economic, energy, and environmental effects of transportation decisions.” 

Projects related to ecosystemconservation that are eligible for federal funding under either the 
National Highway Systemor the SurfaceTransportationProgram include the following (emphasisadded): 

I 
. . . participation in wetlands mitipation efforts related to projects funded under this title, which 

may include participation in wetlands mitigation banks; contribution to statewide and regional 
efforts to conserve, restore, enhance and create wetlands; and development of statewide and 
regional wetlands conservationand mitigation plans, including any such banks, efforts, and plans 
authorized pursuant to the Water Resources Development Act of 1990 (including crediting 
provisions). . . 

0 

1.. Construction, reconsmjction. rehabiiitation, resurfacing, restoration, and operational 
improvements for highways (including bridges on public roads of all functional classifications), 
including . . . mitigation of damageto wildlife habitat. and ecosvstemscausedby a transportation 
project funded under this title... 

* . . . Highway and transit safety improvements and programs, hazard eliminations, projects @ 
&&ate hazards causedby wildlife, and railway-highwaygrade crossings.” 

Implementation of such wildlife and ecosystemmitigation measures,as well as upfront, areawide 
planning, can be facilitated by incorporation of an ecosystem approach into the environmental 
domnentation processfor highways. For example, the conceptsof corridor preservation and integrated 
land use planning are best conductedin the framework of ecosystemanalysis and management. In many 
cases, a regional ecosystem approach can help unite transportation planning with the land use and 
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resource managementplanning process of local and regional‘communities. The next section discusses 

. 

0 

Evaluate within a reeional context. The “logical termini” provision in FHWA regulations and 
guidance is designed to prevent segmentation of projects and requires the use of a “rational 
endpoint for review of environmental impacts”. This provision requires that an individual 
highway project cannot be used to force improvements in other highway sections. Application 
of a regional analysis of highway development, one that considers both the functional utility of 
the highway and the effects on the larger ecosystem,can help ensurethat the best logical termini 
are chosen. At the same time, use of a regional context for assessmentcan greatly facilitate the 
consultation processwith other agenciesand involved parties. By addressingdevelopmentwithin 
a region, other planning and managementactivities are more easily incorporated Incorporation 
of theseplans is a goal of the 1992 FHWA guidance on secondary and cumulative impacts. 

Preserve sensitive communities and ecosvstemg.FHWA regulations (40 CFR 1502.15) state that 
the affected environment includes “environmentally sensitive features”. Consideration of the 
variety of different habitat types is essentialto protecting the larger ecosystem. Usually, natural 
resource cooperators are required to point out habitats of concern other than wetlands. An 
inventory of ecosystem(habitat) types should be conductedearlier in the planning process. This 
inventory would also serve to identify Section 4(f) lands (i.e., public parks, recreation areas, and 
wildlife and waterfowl refuges with national, state, or local significance), as required by FHWA 
regulations. 

l Maintain natural habitat structure and ecosvstem nrocesses. The 1992 FHWA guidance on 
cumulative and secondaryimpacts stressesthe need to consider indirect effects, such as those on 

ecosystemprocesses. An ecosystemapproachthat applies strong ecological expertise is the best 
meansof evaIuating indirect effects among ecosystemcomponents. Application of an ecosystem 
perspective can also help identify important indirect effects such as the impact of exotic species. 

. Protect rare or ecoloPicallv imoortant species. Again, considerationof “environmentally sensitive 
features” under FHWA regulations requires that assessmentextend beyond the traditional 
categories of listed endangered(and threatened) species and game species to include rare and 
“keystone” (ecologically important) species. An ecosystemapproachwould include consideration 
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the relationship between ecosystemprotection goals and the existing FHWA environmental documentation 
process. 

2.3 Relation of Ecosystem Protection Goals to FHWA Guidance 

As discussedpreviously, the FHWA has already developedsubstantialguidance on the evaluation 
of effects on natural resources, including cumulative and secondary impacts. In highly urbanized and 
other disturbed environments, existing environmental documentationactivities are adequatefor assessing 
impacts from highway development. However, federal highway assessments involving hugely 
undisturbed natural environments could be improved by placing them in the framework of an ecosystem 
approach. An ecosystem approach entaiIs appIication of principles of ecosystem protection (i.e., 
biodiversity conservation) as described by CEQ (1993). The following six principles of ecosystem 
protection are already implicit in many of FHWA requirements and policies, and their explicit 
incorporation in environmental documentation can strengthenhighway assessments: 



. 

of the full complementof speciesin an ecosystem,and would coordinatetheir protection with the 
preservation of sensitivehabitat types. 

Minimize fraanentation. Adequate consideration of cumulative and secondary impacts as 
described in the 1992FHWA guidancenecessitatesevaluation of effects on habitat connectivity. 
Changes in the landscape pattern of habitats often result from the cumulative effects of 
construction projects. By applying an ecosystemapproach within a regional perspective, an 
analysis of both habitat connectivity and habitat pattern can be used to evaluate the impacts of 
habitat fragmentation. 

Restoration and monitoring. In other than strictly urban settings, highway development will 
always have impacts. Therefore, the FHWA requirementthat projects “minimize adverseeffects” 
virtually ensuresthe need for mitigation. An ecosystemapproachto mitigation could be used to 
extend existing FHWA methods for creating lost wetland functions to other habitat types. By 
assessingthe contribution of each habitat to the larger ecosystem, ecosystem analysis could 
identify restoration opportunities for biodiversity conservation, e.g., using highway corridors as 
preserves for rare plant communities. An ecosystemperspective could also form the basis for 
mitigation monitoring by focusing restoration of ecosystemfunctions. It may be possibleto adapt 
routine maintenanceof highways to include monitoring of ecosystemimpacts with the possibility 
of modifying the mitigations as necessary. 
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3. Impacts of Highways on Ecosystems 

The construction of highways can have a substantial impact on the degradation and loss of natural 
ecosystems, especially in less deveIoped areas. Although the actual areas converted by highways, 
railways, and power line right-of-ways may cover only a small proportion of a region, these areas total 
27 million ac nationwide. Perhaps more importantly, the fragmentation of habitats causedby highway 
development is often severe (Frey and Hexem 1985). Transportation routes can be described as 
“disturbance corridors” that disrupt the natural, more homogeneouslandscape(Barrett and Bohlen 1991). 
In forested environments, these disturbances can cause(1) dramatic physical disruption to the continuous 
vegetative community; (2) disruption to the structure and function of habitat; and (3) impacts to resident 
wildlife, which must negotiate, tolerate, and cope with the habitat barriers. In addition, disturbance 
corridors created by forest fragmentation alter the natural mix of habitats and species by providing 
conditions suitable for early successionaiplants and animals. They replace forest trees with grassesand 
shrubs, eliminating nesting habitat for forest-interior species. While they provide dispersal routes for 
certain small mammals, they present barriers to many species. 

The scale of both the habitat conversion and habitat fragmentation effects caused by highway 
development varies with the size of the project. The impacts of projects also vary according to the 
environmental setting, especially the degreeof naturalnessin the local and regional ecosystems. In many 
cases,small individual highway projects may have little or no impact on natural ecosystems. In other 
cases,large projects can have dramatic impacts on wildland areas (areasthat are largely undisturbed by 
human activity). Evaluations based on only a few species or resources may be adequate for small 
projects. However, it is important to consider the contribution of small projects to the cumulative impacts 
on the region. Although individual road segments may cause only minor environmental impact, the 
combined effect of the entire highway system may seriously degrade the natural environment. In the 
same way, the cumulative impact of several highway systems can seriously affect entire regions, 
disrupting migratory pathways and other ecosystemprocesses. These effects may be augmented, or even 
overwhelmed by secondary development, i.e., the land conversions to industrial or residential use that 
usually accompany road building. 

3.1 Highway Development Activities 

Highway development consists of four phasesof activities: planning, design, construction, and 
operation. Each of these phases involve a number of specific actions that vary with each highway 
development projec’. As described in the introduction, an ecosystem is defined to include all the relevant 
natural resources affected by highway development projects. These include air quality, water quality, 
wildlife, wetlands, and all other types of natural communities. The planning and design phases of 
highway development determine which ecosystemswill be affected, while the construction practices and 
operation and maintenance procedures actually causethe ecosystem impacts. 

3.1.1 Planning Phase 

The planning phase involves all predesign activities including the siting of the highway corridor. 
Planning proceeds from the purpose and need for the project and includes consideration of all various 
transportation options, potential locations, and possible basic designs. In essence,this phase determines 
the locations (and sensitive habitats) to be affected by selecting the corridor route. Selection of the 
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highway type and basic configuration and number of interchanges also contributes to identifying the 
ecosystemstb be affected. Both direct destruction of ecosystemsand potential degradation based on 
proximity are determined in this phase. 

3.1.2 Design Phase 

The designphaseinvolves the siting of the final right-of-way footprint and all aspectsof structural 
design and within design mitigations. By selecting such highway parametersas width, slope, and type 
of crossing structures (e.g., bridges), this phase actually determines the specific potential impacts on 
adjacent and nearby ecosystems. While planning determines the general areas where habitat will be 
destroyed or degraded (areaswithin the highway corridor), design decideswhich specific locations will 
be affected or avoided. For this reason, small-scalemitigations are most important in the design phase. 

3.13 Construction Phase 

The constructionphaseinvolves the vegetationremoval, earth moving, and road building activities 
that actually impact sensitive habitats. Ahhough the habitats to be affected and the types of impacts are 
already determined by the preceding phases and the basic requirement of highway construction, the 
specific operation of construction activities may determine the severity of impacts such as erosion and 
disturbance. While vegetation removal is inherent within the roadway footprint, excessivevegetation 
clearing can be eliminated. In addition to physical destruction of habitat within the footprint, soil erosion 
and other forms of pollution are the primary impacts in this phase. Mitigations involving both the timing 
and performance of these activities can dramatically reduce these latter adverseimpacts. 

3.1.4 Operation and Maintenance Phase 

The operation and maintenancephaseincludes all post-construction activities associatedwith the 
built project, including routine vehicle traffic and roadway maintenance,as well as accidents and spills. 
Routine maintenanceactivities include the following (Krame et al. 1985): 

l Roadway paving and patching.
0 Roadside blading and litter collection. 
l Vegetation management(including mowing, chemical control, planting, seeding, and 

fertilizing).
0 Cleaning, painting, and repair of roadsidestructures, including curbs, drains, guardrails, 

and sip. 
l Street cleaning, snow removal, lighting, abrasives, and pavement marking.
0 Equipment cleaning and hazardousmaterial handling and storage. 

Although similar in nature to construction impacts, the pollution effects of this phaseare long term. Best 
managementpractices are the principal mitigation measuresfor these impacts. 

3.2 Types of Impact to Ecosystems 

A completedhighway project necessarilyincludes impactsfrom all of the phasesdescribedabove. 
Generically, highway development can be said to affect ecosystems,and their values and functions, 
through the following stressor processes: 
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introduction of exotic species). 
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Alteration of topography. 
Vegetation removal. 
Erosion, sedimentation, and soil compaction. 
Dehydration and inundation. 
Acidification, salinization, and warming. 
Contaminant toxicity. 
Noise and visual disturbance. 
Introduction of exotic species. 
Direct mortality from road kills. 

These stiessor processescan result in the following effects on ecosystems: 

a Direct mortality of resident species.
0 Physiological stress and decreasedreproduction.
0 Disruption of normal behavior and activities. 
0 Segmentationof interbreeding populations.
0 Modified speciesinteractions and alien speciesinvasions. 

Although highway developmentsharesthese effects with other human activities that degrade the 
natural environment, highways (as well as powerline rights-of-way and other transportation routes) have 
unique impacts associatedwith their linear form. Within forested landscapes,highways act as concave 
corridors, areasthat exhibit lower vegetation heights than the surrounding habitat matrix (Gates 1991). 
In agricultural and some rangeland landscapeswhere densevegetation is encouragedalong the roadsides, 
highways may act as convex corridors. These highway corridors may function as (1) specializedhabitats, 
(2) conduits of movement, (3) barriers or filters to movement, or (4) sources of effects on the 
surrounding habitats (modified from Forman and Godron 1986). Exactly how the corridor will function 
dependson the condition of the larger landscape, not simply the habitat adjacent to the corridor. For 
example, a highway corridor in a forested landscapewill function differently than a corridor bordered 
by forest, but which exists within a landscapedominated by agricultural land. Highway development is 
also unique in its facilitation of secondarydevelopment. 

The direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts of highway development can be grouped into three 
general categories: 

. Destruction of habitat (resulting in the elimination of certain habitat types and their 
replacement with non-natural uses or with specialized semi-natural habitats). 

2. Fragmentation of habitat (resulting in the loss of habitat integrity through the creation 
of barriers to speciesand ecological processes). 

3. Degradation of habitat (resulting in the loss gf habitat integrity through disturbance of 
resident species, contamination with pollutants, alteration of natural processes, and 



3.2.1 Destruction of Habitats 

The most direct effect of highway development on ecosystemsis the destruction of a natural 
habitat through its “conversion” to a transportation land use or “right-of-way”. Although natural 
vegetation may be preserved within the right-of-way, the original natural characteristicsof the land are 
eliminated within the paved area and adjacent roadsides. The clearing of vegetation (trees, shrubs, 
grasses)and accompanyingleveling operations (that destroy the original topography and soil profile) are 
the principal changes. In some cases,the natural vegetation may be replanted while in others different 
speciesare planted and the habitat values modified. In wetland environments, road construction may 
require filling and draining operations that destroy wetland habitats. In aquatic environments, flow 
alteration (via damming or channelization)may eliminate habitat. Dredging, filling, and draining required 
by road construction also destroy aquatic habitat. 

The conversion of forested land to a highway rightof-way entails replacementof natural habitat 
along the roadway with grassy or shrubby vegetation. These early successionalareasprovide additional 
habitat for speciessuch as Brewer’s and red-winged blackbirds (Adams and Geis 1981). These and other 
birds are likely attractedto suitable nesting, perching, or feeding sites. Interstate rightsof-way have also 
been shown to attract significant populations of small mammals (constituting 17% of wildlife mortality). 
Trapping data indicate that right-of-way habitat and its accompanying edge are attractive not only to 
grasslandspeciesbut also to many less-habitat-specificspecies. Examples include, in the Southeast-the 
easternharvest mouse, white-footed mouse, and meadow vole; in the Midwest-the prairie vole; and in 
the Northwest-the vagrant shrew, Townsend’s vole, and California vole (Adams and Geis 1981). 
Although certain speciesbenefit, the creation of homogenousmodified early successionalenvironments 
negatively affect regional ecological diversity by replacing complex coevolved systems with common 
speciesand simplified systems. In the caseof forest environments,this conversion representsa decrease 
in the structural diversity. Universally, the removal of vertical habitat structure reducesthe diversity of 
species. Structural diversity provides more microhabitats (e.g., nest sites) and allows for more complex 
species interactions (e.g., avoidanceof predation and partitioning of foraging space). 

In summary, both the construction of paved roadways and the removal of vegetation from the 
right-of-way result in the destruction of natural environments and the loss of habitats. The impact of 
these losses on local and regional ecosystemsvaries with the habitats destroyed Although all habitats 
contribute to ecosystemintegrity, those that are rare or play critical ecological roles in the landscapecan 
be designatedas “habitats of concern”and given special consideration. A discussionof regional habitats 
of concern is available in the EPA Office of Federal Activities (OFA) report (Sou*herla,kld1993), Hubirar 
Evaluation: Guidancefor the Review of Environmental Impact AssessmentDocuments. 

3.2.2 Fragmentation of Habitats 

In general, highway developmentrarely eliminates entire habitat types, but insteaddestroys part 
of a habitat, leaving other areas intact. In most instancesthis local habitat destruction is better thought 
of as habitat fragmentation. Such fragmentation is the principal cause of the loss of “area-sensitive” 
species (Harris 1984) and is considered the most serious threat to biological diversity (Wilcox and 
Murphy 1985, Harris 1988). For example, fragmentation on a broad geographic scale has been shown 
to result in declines of songbird species (Whitcomb et al. 1981). Specifically, studies in Maryland, 
Michigan, and Oregon have shown that the occurrenceof most forest-dependentspeciesis correlated with 
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forest size, and that contiguous forests of 100 to 300 ac are needed by long-distance, insectivorous, 
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neotropical migrants, such as flycatchers, vireos, and wood warblers (Terborgh 1992). 

The consequencesof habitat fragmentation (Harris and Atkins 1990, Hunt et al. 1987) may 
include the following: 

l Erosion of genetic diversity and amplification of inbreeding (i.e., risk to 
sedentary species from random variation in demographic and genetic variables 
when isolated). 

0 Increased probability of local extinction from smaJl population sizes and reduced 
likelihood of reestablishment(becauseimmigration is inhibited by barriers). 

l Extinction of wide-ranging species (e.g., wolves, black bears, panthers, 
manatees). 

l Loss of interior or area-sensitivespecies (e.g., sharp-shinnedhawk, Cooper’s 
hawk, Swainson’s warbler, red-cockadedwoodpecker). 

0 Increasedabundanceof weedy species(regionally distinct communities give way 
to globally homogeneousones). 

As discussed under the destruction of habitat, highway rights-of-way may be converted to a 
modified earlier successionalhabitat depending on the width of the corridor. Both wide and narrow 
corridors can act as effective barriers to the movement of animals, effectively isolating habitat patches 
and subpopulations. In addition to the effect of distance, wind-funnelling can prevent the migration and 
dispersal of invertebratesand plants acrosscorridors (Sheateand Taylor 1990). The many discontinuities 
associated with roadways and traffic also contribute to the barrier effect, principally the break in 
microclimate (temperature, humidity, and evaporation), instability of the vegetation (due to mowing and 
spraying), vehicle emissions (noise, dust, headlight illuminations, car exhaust, increasedsalinity in soil, 
vegetation, and ditches), and direct road kills (Mader 1984). In fact, the simple contrast in habitat 
conditions characteristic of edgesoften acts as barrier to the distribution and dispersal patterns of both 
birds and mammals (Thomas, Maser, and Rodiek 1979). 

The most obvious barrier effect is direct mortality of animals attempting to cross the highway 
corridor that result from collisions with motor vehicles. Millions of animals are killed annually on 
highways (Jeedy 1975). Road kills may represent a critical mortality factor for large wide-ranging 
species that can often avoid direct impacts of other development activities (e.g., key deer in Florida). 
AMU~ road-killed animals are significantly correlated with average vehicle speed (Case 1978). In an 
extensive study of highway impacts on wildlife, Adams and Geis (1981) observed that 76% of road 
wildlife mortality occurred on interstate highways and that roads appearedto act in a density-dependent 
manner, predominantly killing those species attracted to roadways. Specieskilled in greatest numbers 
included meadowlarks, indigo buntings, field sparrows, red-winged and Brewer’s blackbirds, deer mice, 
several vole species, and rabbits. 
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Adams and Geis (1981) also found many species rductant to cross highways. Shrews are a 
disturbance’Sensitive group that rarely enter rights-of-way; other sensitive species include the golden 
mouse, pinon mouse, dusky-footed wood rat, California red-backed vole, and brush mouse. In June 
surveys, salamandersdid not readily cross interstate highways, and were not attracted to right-of-way 
habitat. Turtles, frogs and toads, and snakeswere common road kills. Foxes, raccoons, skunks, and 
coyotesappearedto shun interstaterights-of-way even though a substantialsmall mammal food resource 
is available there. Elk tended to avoid habitat adjacentto interstatesand forest roads. Roads did not act 
as a critical barrier to deer, but roadside hunting and dogs affected deer distribution. 

Early field data from Oxley et al. (1974) suggestedthat small forest mammals were reluctant to 
venture onto road surfaces where the distance between forest margins exceeded20 m. Burnett (1992) 
concludedthat while roads may not act as barriers per se to small mammals, they do act as psychological 
and sociological barriers, effectively inhibiting the movement of dispersers and ultimately gene flow. 
Mader (1984) extendedthe roadway barrier effect to wandering insectsby determining that forest carabid 
beetles avoid unstable habitat conditions. He also demonstrated that mice species will adjust their 
territory boundariesto avoid roadway corridors. 

Becausethe majority of speciesrespond to corridors as an activity filter, reducing activity with 
distance to the corridor; changes in corridor vegetation can reduce the effectiveness of the filter by 
softening the edge or creating “pores”. Edge permeability increasesas the contrast between adjacent 
habitat decreases(Forman and Godron 1981); even small changesin edge permeability may have large 
impacts on animal movement acrosspatch boundaries (Buechner 1987). 

Both forested and nonforested environments can be disrupted by fragmentation due to highway 
construction. However, the densecanopy structure of certain shrublandsmay be most severely impacted 
by fragmentation. An example is the fragmenting of pocosin wetlands and uplands in the Southeast. 
Because of the scale at which many pocosin inhabitants move, highway devetopment can effectively 
isolate much of the pocosin fauna. 

Barrier effects are not limited to terrestrial habitats and may have extreme consequencesfor 
migratory fish species where highways have diverted streams or constructed impassable culverts. 
Upstream passageis a particular problem for anadromousfish such as salmon and shad that must travel 
long distancesto reach natal spawning grounds. Passageof anadromousfish at large dams has received 
considerable attention through research and the construction of fish ladders and lifts (Bell 1991). 
Ironically, culvert barriers associatedwith highways often occur at the end of spawning runs just below 
spawning grounds, thereby negating passageachievementsdownstream. Even small barriers can act as 
blockages near the end of the spawning run when the passagecapabilities of anadromousfish species 
may decline. In addition, resident fish can be adversely affected by stream blockages, as in the caseof 
trout, pike, and grayling that migrate upstreamand downstreamduring their lifecycle in searchof habitats 
for spawning, rearing, or shelter. 

The successof fish passageis principally dependenton the swimming ability of the fish and the 
hydraulic conditions of the modified streamsegment(Baker and Votapka 1990). Swimming ability varies 
with the size and speciesof fish (Bell 1991). Passageproblems include: 

0 Vertical barriers. 
a Water velocities that exceed fish swimming ability over prescribed distances. 
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l Low water depth.
4 Icing and debris blockages. 

Xn addition, culverts can lim it passagethrough changesin water temperature, water pollution, and 
darknessthat conflict with behavioral requirementsof the fish (Baker and Votapka 1990). Another 
important factor is the relation of thesemodifications to annualhydrographic and seasonaltime  of fish 
passagefor all speciesof concern. For example, even closely related speciesmay have different 
spawningtunes (e.g., brown trout spawnin the fall in Montanawhere rainbow trout spawnin the spring). 

3.2.3 Degradation of Habitats 

Degradationof habitatsspecifically refers to a decreasein the healthor ecologicalintegrity of the 
“intact” habitat. In the case of highway development, this degradation is closely associatedwith 
fragmentation and what many researcherscall the “edge effect”. This edge effect can be viewed as a 
reductionin habitat integrity at the boundaryof a highway corridor causedby disturbance,contamination, 
or other degrading factors that extend into the natural habitat. In addition to direct toxicity and 
behavioraleffectson residentorganisms,this degradationincludesthe alteration of natural processessuch 
as water flow, fire regime, and speciesinteractions. Biological invadersare a particular problem along 
roadway corridors that can seriously degradenatural systemsby modifying speciesinteractions. 

SheateandTaylor (1990) statethat the vulnerability of woodlandsto degradationfrom motorway 
impacts is dependentupon the size of the woodland; that small woodlandswill tend to be susceptibleto 
physical impacts, whereaslarger oneswill be more vulnerableto qualitative change. Direct edgeeffects 
on interior trees include temperature effects of aspect, wind-fimnelling “jet“ effects, potential root 
starvation from lowered water tables adjacent to cuttings, increases in evapotranspiration, and 
susceptibility to wind-blow. 

Effects of disturbanceassociatedwith forest edgeshas beenwell documentedfor many mammal  
and bird species. In particular, large, mobile carnivoressuchasmountainlions and grizzly bearsrequire 
extensivetracts of undisturbedhabitat (Wilcove and May 1986). Ferris (1979) found that bay-breasted 
warblers, blackbumian warblers, blue jays, and winter wrens avoidedforest edgesalong highways and 
suggestedthat noisecreatedby vehicular traffic, rather than vegetationdifferences,render the forest edge 
unsuitable for breeding. Recent researchindicatesthat increasededge effects result in less “secure ” 
habitat for nesting birds (Temple 1986) and a much higher incidenceof nest predation and parasitism 
(Wilcove 1985, Laudenslayer1986). 

Because detrimental edgeeffects may extend600 m into a forest, W ilcove (1985) concludesthat 
more than 100 ha of contiguousforest are required for forest-interior habitat. Van Der Zande (1980) 
found empirical supportfor Veen ’s (1973) conclusionthat disturbanceeffectsgreatly exceedright-of-way 
widths and may extend 500 to 600 m from quiet rural roads and 1600 to 1800 m from busy highways 
in the Netherlands. Terborgh (1992) estimatesthat areasas large as 15,000ha may be neededto provide 
safe havensfrom nest parasitessuch as brown-headedcowbirds that fly up to 7 km in searchof host 
nests. 



Pollution 

Chemical contaminationrelated to highway developmentresults from air or water pollution during 
construction and operation and can be a significant cause of habitat degradation, especially in aquatic 
environments. Although toxic effects may be the most severe, conventional pollutants and other effects 
may exist in greater frequency and extent. For example, soils are degraded through erosion or soil 
compaction while elevated temperatures may damage adjacent vegetation. Rivers and streams can be 
degradedby siltation and salinixation from deicing activities. In general, highway construction parallel 
to streamsprovides greater opportunities for adverseeffects than perpendicular arrangementsthat result 
in stream crossings. Underground water sources and their contributions to ecosystemintegrity can be 
degraded by runoff and hazardous material spills that contaminate aquifers. Where highways cross 
permeable sandstoneand limestone, they introduce the possibility of fractures that can contaminate or 
eIiminate water supplies. 

During construction, the potential for soil erosion from earthmoving operations is great. 
Therefore, major efforts at erosion control, sediment trapping, and stream diversions are required. 
Leakageof hazardousmaterials, as well as major spills, must also be controlled through catchmentbasins 
and recovery methods. During operation, lower levels of contaminants are present (in runoff, soil 
percolation, and spray), but they represent a major contribution to nonpoint source pollution in many 
areas. The principal nonpoint sourcepollutants from highways are sediment, metals (including lead, zinc, 
copper, nickel, and chromium), toxicants (including pesticides),hydrocarbons, nitrogen, phosphorus,de-
icing salt, material from worn brake linings and tires, organic matter, litter, and debris (Linker 1989). 
Both gaseous and particulate automobile emissions contribute to runoff via atmospheric deposition. 
Muschack (1990) points out that new highway surfaces that are textured to reduce noise and 
hydroplaning, keep pollutant particles in contact with the water longer and result in higher contaminant 
concentrationsin the runoff. 

DiSNDtiOn Ofnattd Drocesses 

In addition to disturbanceand contaminationeffects, highway developmentcan seriously degrade 
habitat through the alteration of ecological processes. These processesinclude natural hydrology, fire 
regimes, animal migration patterns, and competitor and predator-prey relationships (including the efiect 
of exotic species). By creating barriers to natural water flow, highways can degrade aquatic systems, 
wetlands, and terrestrial environments. Natural streamflows are usually maintainedby the construction 
of bridges or culverts, although barrier effects and local losses of natural aquatic habitat may result. 
Wetlands are more problematic. Natural drainage patterns are easily disrupted in the saturated soils 
characteristic of wetlands (McLeese and Whiteside 1977). If a surface highway NXIS perpendicular to 
the path of water transport, even precise construction of drams and channels may not prevent soil 
compaction from lowering the water table and eventually draining downflow wetlands (Sheridan 1988). 
On the upflow side, ponded conditions can lead to tree death. 

The adverse effects of road building on natural hydrological patterns are especially deleterious 
for riparian habitats. In arid environments, riparian areasmake up 80% of available wildlife habitat and 
support the majority of endangeredspecies (Johnson 1989). The maintenanceof natural flow patterns 
in perennial and intermittent streamsis critical to theseunique habitats. Impacts on riparian areasfrom 
highway development include the following (Terrene Institute 1993): 
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l Acceleration of runoff, increasingflood peaks,erosion, and downstreamsedimentation. 

l Dewatering of riparian areasas gullies are createdby concentratedflows. 

l Decreasedvolume and duration of base flows, causing streams (including former 
perennial streams)to dry up earlier in the year. 

l Shifts in plant composit ionfrom riparian speciesto drought-tolerant invadersor upland 
species. 

l Loss of habitat for r ipariandependentwildlife species. 

Suppressionof fire is a commonimpact on virtually all human-uselands. Land use practicesare 
the major factor suppressionnatural fire regimes, althoughhighways may act as unnatural fire breaks in 
someareas. Many plant communit iesrequire a natural periodic@ and intensity of fires to maintain their 
typical speciescomposit ion. Where highways combine with land use practicesto reduce the frequency 
of fires, the accumulat ionof f lammable material may result in less frequent, intensefires that degrade 
native habitats. 

Natural animal m igration patterns, as well as the relationshipsamong competitors and between 
predatorsand prey, are an essentialpart of ecosystemintegrity. W h  ile some species(such as birds of 
prey) may benefit from accessto a new food source, many less adaptablespeciesare adverselyaffected 
by the presenceof new competitorsor predators. The greatestdangerto theseprocessesis posedby the 
invasion of non-native, or exotic, species. Highways can act as movementcorridors for exotic animals, 
or even provide intentional or unintentional transport in vehicles. Non-native weeds are a particular 
problem for highway rights-of-way where the inevitable transport by wind and tires is often exacerbated 
by the intentional planting of exotics. The magnitudeof the problem hasprompted an interagencywhite 
paper for the FederalCoordinating Committeeon Science,Engineering, and Technology(FCCSET) that 
calls for maintaining a FederalInterdepartmentalCommitteefor Managementof Weeds(FICMW). The 
goals of this committee would be to develop a Federal Land Weed  ManagementPolicy that would 
strengthen Federal Agency Manuals, review current agency policies for effectiveness,contribute to 
national legislative proposals, and createprioritized coordinatedtreatment efforts (Anonymous 1993). 

3.2.4 Cumulative Impacts 

As mentioned earlier, highway developmentdiffers from other degrading activities in the 
proportion of its effectsthat canbe attributedto cumulativeimpacts. The effectsof highway development 
accumulatewhen different road segmentsor highway systemsoverlap in spaceor time. The principal 
effect of the cumulative impactsof highway developmentis increasedhabitat fragmentation. As habitat 
patchesbecomesmaller and more isolated, speciesthat dependon them becomeless able to find them 
and to maintain populationsin them. The National ResearchCo.uncil(1986) describedthesedecremental 
effects as “nibbling”. The combinedeffect of these cumulative impacts may exceedthe sum of each 
impact or even createa qualitatively different effect on the ecosystem.For example, individual highway 
projects may not affect forest-interior bird species,but when severalprojects provide enoughhabitat to 
sustainbrown-headedcowbirds, nestparasitismmay completelyeliminateforest-interior speciesfrom that 
habitat. 



environmental studies that examine only the immediate influence of an isolated project. 
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These effects may be augmented,or even overwhelmed, by secondarydevelopment, i.e., the land 
conversions-tbindustrial or residential use that often accompanyroad building. Capacity improvements, 
additional interchanges,and new location construction have greater potential for secondarydevelopment 
than upgrades of existing facilities. Creating new accessto undevelopedlocations can have the greatest 
impact, if other economic conditions are favorable. In fact, demand for increasedcapacity often creates 
a highway that, in turn, increasesthe influx of secondary development and recreation, thus creating 
demand for yet more increased capacity (Sheate and Taylor 1990). It is important to note that the 
promotion of economic development in depressedareasthrough infrastructure improvement is often the 
purpose of a highway project. 

The FHWA recognized the importance of considering cumulative impacts in its 1992 Position 
Paper on secondary and cumulative impact assessment. In this guidance, FHWA proposed that 
environmental assessmentfocus on the functional relationships of resource with larger systems because 
of the following difficulties associatedwith cumulative impacts: 

0 Secondary and cumulative consequencesare triggered by impacts to environmental 
resourcesthat function as integral parts of a larger system. 

0 Since the resource functions may be removed in both distance and time, secondary and 
cumulative consequencesto the larger system may likely be “invisible” to normal 



Be flexible. 

4.1 Categories of Highway Development 
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4. Ecosystem Approaches in Highway Detielbpment 

The emerging disciplines of landscape ecology and ecosystem management are providing new 
insights into potential approaches for assessing ecological impacts, including those from highway 
development. Although this research has not yet produced definitive methods for ecological impact 
assessment,some general principles for ecosystem(or biodiversity) conservation are becoming accepted. 
The recent report of the CEQ, Incorporating Biodiversity Considerations into Environmental Impact 
Analysis Under the National Environmental Policy Act (1993), provides the following eleven general 
principals of ecosystemmanagement: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Take a “big picture” or ecosystemview. 

Protect communities and ecosystems. 

Minimize fragmentation. 
Promote the natural pattern and connectivity of habitats. 

Promote native species. 
Avoid introducing non-native species. 

Protect rare and ecologically important species. 

Protect unique or sensitive environments. 

Maintain or mimic natural ecosystem processes. 

Maintain or mimic naturally occurring structural diversity. 

Protect genetic diversity. 

Restore ecosystems,communities, and species. 

Monitor for biodiversity impacts. 
Acknowledge uncertainty. 

Each of these principles has implications for assessmentand mitigation of ecological impacts 
caused by highway development. However, the applicability of each principle will vary with the 
conditions surrounding individual highway projects. For example, fragmentation will likely be less 
important in highly urbanized settings. Therefore, it is useful to consider assessmentof the ecological 
impacts of four distinct categories of highway projects: 

a Urban 
0 Suburban 



. Rural 
l Wildland. 

4.1.1 Urban 

Highway development in urban settings may have little impact on sensitive habitats, or natural 
ecosystemsof any kind. Often, road construction affects only previously developed areasand may not 
have even indirect effects on natural habitats. However, in some instances,urban highway construction 
will have substantialimpacts on natural water bodies or other habitats existing within the urban matrix. 
Destruction of these habitats can occur if new roadways are built on any of the few remaining natural 
areas. Fragmentation is of lesser importance, becausenatural habitats are usually already isolated by 
urban development. The principal impact of highway development in the urban setting is habitat 
degradation. River habitats running through urban areasmay receive greater loadings of pollutants from 
runoff during construction or normal operation of the highway. Other impacts include adverse effects 
on urban trees and wildlife. Direct mortality of certain speciesmay increasethrough road kills, and air 
pollution may damage terrestrial vegetation. Deposition of airborne contaminants may also degrade 
aquatic vegetation and fisheries. Becauseof the extensivedevelopment in urban areas, cumulative and 
secondarydevelopment impacts from highway developmentare usually minor. 

4.1.2 Suburban 

As in urban areas,highway developmentin suburbansettingscan still adverselyaffect vegetation 
and wildlife that are well adaptedto human-alteredhabitats. Perhapsmore important are the impacts on 
speciesless adaptedto urban conditions, which try to move among pockets of natural habitat within the 
suburban matrix. For this reason, fragmentation can have a severe impact on suburbanhabitat. While 
high levels of ecosystem functioning are rare in urban environments, suburban areas may maintain 
substantialhabitat integrity if a considerableundevelopedarea remains and natural habitats are connected 
in a planned or de facto systemof natural areasor greenways. Creation of additional highways can sever 
remaining migration corridors and further isolate species. Pollution from air emissions and roadway 
runoff are important, as are the higher levels of roadkills. The introduction of weedy or pest speciesis 
a specialproblem in suburbanareas,where native speciesare surviving in unnaturally small habitat areas. 
Cumulative impactsof highway developmentin suburbanareascanbe severe,and secondarydevelopment 
often follows road construction and other infrastructure improvements in this high growth setting. 

4.1.3 Rural 

Rural areasare characterizedby less land conversion to residential, commercial, and industrial 
uses. Additional highway development may have a greater proportional impact on rural areas than on 
suburban or urban areas, although this is reduced in heavily agricultural regions. In most rural 
environments, significant areas of natural habitats remain. Although they may be fragmented by 
cultivated fields, grazing pastures, and commercial timber lands, natural habitats are more likely to be 
impacted by highway development in rural settingsthan in suburban or urban ones. Except in areasof 
monotypic cropland and timberland, rural areas contain a greater variety of speciesthan do urban and 
suburban settings. Many rare and regionally important species may be at risk. Destruction and 
degradationof these habitatsusually accompanyany highway developmentthat is not confined to existing 
agricultural land. Degradation of hydrological processes,as well as nutrient and energy cycling functions 
are more important in rural environments. Fragmentationis perhapstbe most important impact, serving 
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differ among categories, and are not limited to the examplesgiven below. 
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to sever migration routes that continued across agricu1tura.l lands and other undeveloped regions. 
Cumulative impacts may be a major factor in rural environmentswhere highway development is provided 
as a stimulus to secondary development and ultimately local economic enhancement. 

4.1.4 Wildland 

Wildlands are landscapeslargely undisturbed by human activity. Highway development in 
wildland areas differs substantially from that in rural, suburban, and urban settings. Rather than 
contributing to the cumulative impacts of a suite of development activities, highways are often the only 
major impact on wildland habitats. Where secondarydevelopmentdoes follow highway development (as 
in second home development), alterations to the natural habitat are almost always severe. The intricate 
ecosystemsfound in wildlands possessfar more sensitive speciesand maintain a larger suite of natural 
functions than in previously developed areas. In addition to water, nutrient, and energy cycling, fire 
regimes in wildlands can be disrupted by highway development. Destruction of habitat (where virtually 
all areas are sensitive), fragmentation of habitat (where contiguous natural areas are the rule), and 
degradation of habitat (where speciesare more sensitive to disturbancessuch as noise) are all important 
factors in wildlands. 

4.2 Approaches and Ecosystem Protection Goals 

The following table illustrates approachesto attaining ecosystemprotection goals within each of 
the four different categoriesof highway development. With the exception of urban environments, most 
of the goals are applicable to virtually all highway development projects. The specific approachesmay 
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Table 1. Approaches to Meeting Ecosystem Protection Goals Within Four Categories of 
*. Highway Development

iijizq urbpn 1atqor*Iof--~~-Ed 
1. Big picture MGntain landxrpc Pmkct watcnhods Pmtcct rcgionsl 

*pritY CCO~StCtN 

2. Pmtcct Pmtcct CcmMse . .Muotunloc~ Pnrcrve ltmote 
ecoryucm C~tUlitiN ecosystem dcgtity habitat 

3. MklimiM Mlintrin gnenwryr MaiINimlip&n MIintaincontiguous
fngmclNli00 COtidCXS habitat 

4. Promote native Plant native species Conml excaic puu Limit spread of exlxic ControlpopStion 
sp&es inv4sioN grmvih of edge lpccics 

5. Protrct mre and I Protect rernMnt Protect endemics and Prokct habitat interior 
keystone species populltions migratory species rpcciet 

6. Protect sensitive Pmtcct wetlands and Prcrcrvc rip&an and MairNin contiguous 
environments riprfian zoocs forest corridors habitat and unique 

environments 

7. Maintain natural 
ptD0XS.S 

8. Maintain natural 
strucenl 
diversity 

9. Protect genetic 
divenity 

10. Restore 

11. Monitor 

Plant trees rnd natunl 
vegetation 

Monitor restoration 

Limit high mnoff and 
fat-urn flows 

Maintain divcnity of 
natural vegetation 

Restore riparirn areas 

MonitorlandIcrpc 
pattemchanges 

Maintain nutrient 
cyclinp through NtUd 

hydrology 

Maintain diversity of 
lmdscrpe pattern 

Maintain diapcrul 
routa 

Restore grazed and 
logged lands 

Monitor watershed 
dynamics 

Maintain natunl fire 
regimes and species 
intcnctions 

Maintain stmctunl 
components of interior 
habitat 

Maintain movement 
among subpopulations 

Monitor loss of 
interior species 

These four categories of ecosystemapproachescan serve to focus assessmentsrelated to highway 
development impacts. Once the appropriate goalshave been identified, specific ecosystemendpoints and 
evaluation methods can be developed. In the area of wetlands impact assessment,considerableprogress 
towards this end has been made and Bedford and Preston (1988) conclude “(1) that scientifically sound 
bases exist for setting assessmentboundaries in term of distribution of wetland resources, (2) that 
landscape-levelmeasuresof function can be identified, and (3) that qualitative relationships to landscape 
variables can be described for hydrologic and water quality functions.” The current challenge for 
assessmentof highway development impacts to ecosystemsis to develop quantitative measuresof impact 
for all natural habitats. 
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5. Evaluation of Ecological Impacts 

FHWA mandatesclearly require consideration of direct, cumulative, and secondary highway impacts 
on ecosystems. This can be accomplished by using the ecosystem approach presented in the CEQ 
biodiversity document (1993) and discussed in this report. The steps required for habitat impact 
assessmentare basically those of traditional FHWA assessmentwith the incorporation of a landscape 
perspective and the identification of specific ecosystem endpoints. In addition, many of the same 
analytical tools currently used in environment assessmentcan be modified to include the improved land 
pattern analysis that can be achieved by using geographic information system (GIS) technology. 

Evaluation of ecological impacts from highway development requires both scoping and analysis. 
Included in scoping are the determination of the appropriate scale of analysis, the setting of specific 
ecosystem goals or endpoints, and the gathering of information. The analysis phase involves 
consideration of the impacts on individual ecosystem endpoints and quantification of specific effects where 
possible. 

5.1 Determining the Appropriate Scale 

Scale is a central issue in the ecosystemapproach. The appropriate boundary for highway impacts 
is one that ensures adequate consideration of all resources that are potentially subject to non-trivial 
impacts. For some resources, that boundary can be very large. Hydrologic and atmospheric transport 
of emissions and surface runoff can affect distant reaches of the watershed. In addition, barriers to 
migration may affect populations on the regional scale. At the other end of the spectrum, habitat 
protection also includes identifying and avoiding small sensitive areas, such as rare plant communities. 
Determining relevant boundaries for assessmentis guided by informed judgment, based on the resources 
potentially affected by an action and its predicted impacts. Although in some casesecological impacts 
may be limited to the highway corridor (e.g., 300 feet in width), impacts will often extend to the 
watershed or ecological region (via indirect and cumulative impacts of additional road construction and 
secondary development). 

Separatejurisdictions and competing missions may make it initially more difficult for federal and state 
highway departments to engage in cooperative ecosystemmanagement with other agencies. However, 
clear benefits are to be gained from sharing expertise, technical capabilities, and information; such 
sharing will lead to improved environmental decisionmaking. Highway agencies need not sponsor 
regional ecosystemplanning efforts to benefit from them, however inclusion of transportation planning 
into regional land use planning should be done as early in the process as possible. Early consideration 
of ecological issues in the highway development process may be the most important factor in ensuring 
the environmental successof projects. 

5.2 Establishing Ecosystem Goals and Endpoints 

In order to consider ecological impacts from highway development, it is important to establish 
concrete operational goals for the maintenance of ecosystem integrity. Although the general goal of 
ecosystem protection is to protect or restore the diversity of natural organisms and natural ecosystem 
processes, there is no one objective that will apply to all situations. Because they may represent 
important social choices, the establishment of goals and objectives must be undertaken with care. For 
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EcosystemProtection Goals 

Focus on ecosystems.Addressthe needsof the 
region. 

Protect sensitive communitiesand ecosystems. 

Maintain nativediversity and natural processes. 

EcosystemEndpoints 

. Consistencywith regionalplans. 
l Integrity of regional ecosystem. 

l Area of sensitivecommunities. 
l Statusof sensitivecommunities. 

l Native speciesdiversity. 
l Native structural habitat diversity. 
l Statusof hydrology, nutrient and energy 

cycling, fire regime, and keystonespecies 
illkrpctiOnS. 

Protect sensitive species. 

Minimize fragmentation. 

l Number of sensitivespecies. 
l S!ah8of sensitivespeciespopulations. 

l Habitat connectivity. 
l Habitat patch distribution. 
l Number of contiguoushabitat areasaffected. 
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example, the federal and state highway agenciesshould involve not only the public, but other agencies 
that may be-responsible for managing the affected natural resources. This will help identify those 
instances where other parties have developed operational goals and objectives relevant to habitat 
conservation. 

General objectives for the protection of ecosystems,and biodiversity, can be developed by applying 
the relevant guiding principles outlined in this report. For example, measuresto minimize landscape 
fragmentation, or to preserve old growth forests, can be assumed to benefit biodiversity without 
quantifying the specific biodiversity goal to be achieved. Highway agenciesmay have to limit their 
biodiversity objectives to such general guidelines if more specific objectives cannot be identified. 

Ultimately, ecosystem endpoints must be selected based on biodiversity conservation principles. 
These endpoints should be quantifiable environmental attributes for which a baseline can be established 
and subsequent monitoring done. A wide variety of objectives and measurement approaches are 
potentially useful. For example, Noss (1990) has delineated a hierarchical approach that incorporates 
elements of ecosystemcomposition, structure, and functioning at four levels of organization: regional 
landscape, community-ecosystem, population-species,and genetic. Incorporation of these individual 
indicators, or endpoints, will depend on the ecological resourcespresent, the impacts involved, and the 
available information. 

The following table is an attempt to define categoriesof ecosystemendpointsthat should be used in 
environmental assessmentsof highway development. One or more categorieshave been defined for each 
of five general principles of ecosystemprotection (derived from the original 11 principles). Specific 
endpoints for each category are described in the next section. 

Table 2. Ecosystem Endpoints Associated with Ecosystem Protection Goals for Use in 
Environmental Assessmentof Highway Development 



plans. Each such instance should be identified and discussedin detail. 
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52.1 Ecosystem Endpoints 

The categories of ecosystem endpoints defined in the table may be thought of as “assessment 
endpoints” in the terminology of Suter (1990), and the more specific indicators discussed below as 
“measurementendpoints.” The designationof sensitivehabitatsor speciesis critical to endpoint selection. 
In the context of impact assessment,the term “sensitive” applies to both ecologically valuable speciesand 
habitat, and to those vulnerable to impact. Rarity is often a good indicator of vulnerability, but the 
following characteristics are also indicative of vulnerability: 

0 species requiring high survival rates rather than high reproduction rates may be more at risk 
(given that impact is on survival rather than on nesting or other reproductive parameters) (Mertz 
1971). 

l specieswhose intrinsic rates of increasefluctuate greatly are most likely to go extinct, even with 
high averagepopulation sizes and high birth rates (Goodman 1987). 

. communities with vulnerable keystone (WLSUPaine 1969) predators or mutualists may be more 
vulnerable; similarly, the presenceof exotic speciesmay dramatically increasethe vulnerability 
of communities. 

As discussedpreviously, the selection of specific ecosystemendpoints, or indicators, is dependenton 
the resources of concern and the data available. in addition to Ness’s (1990) comprehensive list of 
biodiversity indicator types, EPA’s Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program @MAP) is 
developing a wide range of specific indicators of environmental condition (Hunsaker and Carpenter 1990). 
These indicators range from population abundancesto community indices (e.g., Karr’s Index of Biotic 
Xntegrity for fish communities) to landscape-ievelindicators such as the following: 

l Abundance or density of key physical features and structural elements. 
l Habitat proportion (cover types). 
l Patch size and perimeter-to-area ratio. 
l Fractal dimension (amount of edge). 
l Contagion or habitat patchiness. 

Researchinto ecological indicators is continuing and promises to provide a diverse toolbox of methods 
for determining environmental changeand identifying habitat impacts. As new indicators are developed, 
they can be incorporated into analysesfocusing on the following categoriesof ecosystemendpoints: 

Consistencv with regional mans. 

CEQ (1981) guidance on the “forty most asked questions” (46 Federal Register 18026) states that 
environmental assessmentsmust identify and evaluateconflictswith land use plans (all formally adopted 
documents for land use planning, zoning and related regulatory requirements, even if proposed). 

Placement of the highway corridor may conflict with land uses assignedto specific areas in regional 



Integrity of regional ecosystem, 

Once the boundary of the appropriate regional ecosystemis identified (e.g., the Greater Yellowstone area 
or the ChesapeakeBay Watershed)the impact of the project on this ecosystemshould be identified and 
discussedin at least qualitative terms. 

Area of sensitive communities, 

Distinct local ecosystemsand vegetative communities should be identified; where these habitats are 
natural or ecological significant it should be so indicated. The areal extent of each community should 
be determined and the absolute and relative decrease in area (acres) calculated for highway land 
conversion impacts. As an example, sensitive habitats in the southeasterncoastal plain include streams 
and rivers, riparian areas, wetlands, bottomland hardwoods, scrub habitat, old-growth pine forest, and 
contiguous upland hardwood forest. These and habitats of concern for other regions are described in 
Habitat Evaluation: Guidance for the Review of Environmental Impact Assessment Documents 
(Southerland 1993). 

Status of sensitive communities. 

In addition to determining areal impacts to distinct local ecosystemsand vegetative communities, adverse 
effects to remaining habitat areasshould be determined. These include changesin the seral stage, loss 
of habitat features (e.g., caves, cliffs, slopes, springs, and seeps), and decreased community vigor 
through contaminant toxicity (e.g., needle loss in conifer stands causedby acid precipitation). 

Native soeciesdiversitu, 

SingIe species diversity indices have often been used to justify the creation of additional edge habitat. 
However, these increases in diversity simply reflect the replacement of local organisms with species 
adapted to disturbed or edge habitats. The invading species are usually common species that do not 
contribute to regional biodiversity. Measuresof diversity should be limited to native speciesadaptedto 
the intact natural habitat of the area. Numerical indices that use multiple metrics (e.g., Karr’s Index of 
Biotic Integrity) are often preferable to single metrics such as speciesrichness. 

Native strucV)rallbitat diversitv. 

Creation of modified roadside areas, stream channels, and wetlands usually results in the simplification 
of structural diversity, including the loss of critical microhabitats (e.g., snagsand down material). These 
changes should be identified and quantified. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Habitat Evaluation 
Procedures(HEP) provides a method for describing habitat featuresimportant to wildlife (USDOI 1980). 

Status of hvdrologv. nutrient and enereYcycling. fire revime. and kevstone soeciesinteractions, 

Highway development frequently alters surface and subsurfacewater flows. Changesin rates and total 
volumes should be quantified and their effects on nutrient and energy cycling described. Quantitative 
systemscycling studies may be possible in some instances. Disruption of natural fire regimes should be 
described. Effects on ecological important species,such as top predators, major migratory populations, 
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populations confined to localized areas) is essentialas well. 
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essential prey populations, and dominant plant species,.should be evaluation in terms of ecosystem 
impacts. 

Number of sensitive snecies, 

30th rare and ecologically important speciesshould be identified and counted. This include federal and 
state endangeredand threatenedspecies,speciesof specialconcern, migratory species,as well as keystone 
ecological species (i.e., those that control speciescomposition of communities through strong predatory, 
competitive, or symbiotic relationships). The number of exotic speciesinvading the area due to highway 
development should be included as a negative factor in the assessment. 

Status of sensitive sueciesnonulationst 

In addition to the number of different species,the demographic statusof each sensitive species(including 
genetic composition) should be evaluated. Changes in age class distribution, sex ratios, and 
subpopulation migration can be measured. 

Fragmentation causedby highway development results in reduced connectivity of habitats. Connectivity 
of single habitat types, or general classifications such as contiguousforest, can be measuredusing pattern 
analysis (e.g., fractal geometry) and GIS techniques. 

Habitat Datch distribution. 

Another measureof the fragmentation of the landscapeis habitat patch distribution. The composition of 
different habitat types and habitat sizes may be as important as connectivity for species movement and 
maintenanceof metapopulations. Again using GIS techniques,quantitative measuresof patch distribution 
can be obtained. 

Number of contiguous habitat areas affected. 

A simpler method of measuring fragmentation is to calculate the number of contiguous habitat areas 
affected by highway development. Once habitat block sizes of interest (e.g., forest stands) are selected, 
the number and proportion affected can be determined. 

5.3 Gathering Ecosystem Information 

Successful application of an ecosystemapproachto evaluating ecological impacts requires sufficient 
ecological information. It is important that information be collected on the distribution and status of the 
ecosystemsor habitats that could be impacted by the proposed,action to establish a baseline of existing 
conditions. Assessment of potential impacts at the ecosystemlevel will aid in the protection of the 
majority of the animals, plants, and microorganisms. Information on species populations and 
communities that are rare, sensitive, or otherwise in need of special protection (e.g., small, endemic 
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Agencies should begin by assembling information from’existing sources. The recently instituted 
National Biological Survey (Larson 1993) should improve access to biodiversity information, assess 
existing information, and improve and standardize information management. Many federal and state 
agencieshave already developed inventories of the distribution of biota and the ecological conditions in 
areas under their jurisdiction. The following are several potentially useful sources of ecological 
information. 

l National Biological Survey (202-208-3733). 
l Natural Heritage Program Network (703-841-5300). 
l Fish and Wildlife Information Exchange (703-231-7348). 
l Regional Natural Resource Plans. 
l Resource Agency ManagementPlans. 
l Regional Land Use Plans (such as Coastal Zone ManagementPlans). 
l Local Zoning and Growth Plans. 

Detailed discussionsof the information available in the stateNatural Heritage Programs, the Gap Analysis 
program of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, state biodiversity inventories, and the cooperative multi-
state Fish and Wildlife Information Exchange are available in Incorporaring Biodiversify Cimiderations 
Into Environmend Impact Analysis Under the National Environmental Policy Act (CEQ 1993). 

5.4 Analysis of Impacts 

Once the necessarybackground information has been obtained, the potential direct, indirect, and 
cumulative impacts of highway development on ecosystemscan be determined. This task requires the 
careful evaluation of the effects of the proposedaction and each alternative on attaining ecosystem goah 
and objectives. Ecological analyses should consider both the factors causing the destruction, 
fragmentation, and degradationof habitats and the general principles for ecosystemprotection. A wide 
range of techniques can be used to evaluate these ecological impacts, including checklists, matrices, 
mathematicalmodels, and cartographic displays. No one techniqueis suitable for all situations, although 
geographical analysis is of special importance in evaluating ecological impacts. 

In addition to direct effects, CEQ guidance requires that indirect effects be considered: 

“EIS must identify all the indirect effects that are known, and make a good faith effort to explain the 
effects that are not known but are “reasonably foreseeable.”(NEPA Section 1508.8(b)). The agency 
has the responsibility to make an informed judgment, and to estimate future impacts on that basis, 
especially if trends are ascertainable.” 

Highway agenciesseekingto consider ecological impacts in their project-level environmentalanalyses 
must address the same problems faced in other cumulative impact analyses. A basic problem is the 
disparity between administrative and ecological boundaries,that is,.differences between the scopeof the 
project decision and the scale of potential impacts in both time and space. There are also difficulties in 
estimating possible future actions on the sameresource, and the additive or synergistic effects of multiple 
stresses. The use of an ecosystemapproach can help addressthis issue (see section 5.5). 
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5.4.1 Analytical Approach 

As described in Habitat Evaluation: Guidancefor the Review of Environmental Impact Assessment 
Documents (Southerland 1993), the following considerationsshould be central to any processof ecological 
impact evaluation: 

. Apply an ecosystem-level perspective that considers the full range of interactions among 
ecological components. 

l Assessthe cumulative effects that arise from the additive and synergistic impacts of several 
degrading activities occurring over time or space. 

l Analyze the true effectivenessof mitigation measuresin conserving natural habitats and their 
ecological values. 

Traditionally, environmental assessmentshave focused on tbe following subject areas related to 
ecological resources: 

Geological Resources 
Noise 
Air Quality 
Water Quality 
Aquatic Environments 
Terrestrial Environments 
Endangered Species 
Wetlands 
Designated Natural Areas. 

The consideration of aquatic and terrestrial environments has principally focused on economically or 
recreationally important species of fish and wildlife. In some cases, these environments have been 
subdivided into land use or vegetation based classes. Rarely, however, have the variety of natural 
habitats in project areas been accordedthe attention given to wetlands or designatednatural areas (e.g., 
parks, wild and scenic rivers, and recreation areas). By definition, an ecosystem approach to the 
evaluation of ecological impacts from highway development will consider all habitats in terms of their 
&cological importance, and therefore not exclude important environments that do not have offtcial 
designations. Similarly, this approach requires consideration of the full range of species of ecological 
importance, not only listed endangeredand threatenedspecies. 

The Habitat Evaluation report (Southerland1993)provides useful information on the statusand trends 
of habitats, and the likely habitats of concern, in each region of the United States. A review of that 
report and related material can facilitate the identification of sensitive habitats and other ecological 
resources. Subsequently, the functions and values of the habitats and resources of concern should be 
characterizedby selected ecosystemendpoints as discussedin the previous sections. Lastly, the impacts 
to these impacts are analyzed. In summary, the following three basic steps can be used to incorporate 
landscape-scale considerations into both regional-level and site-level environmental assessmentsof 
highway development: 



Step 1. Classification and mapping of sensitive habitats. 

Step 2. Characterization of habitats in terms of ecological values and functions. 

Step 3. Comparative methods for quantifying different degreesof impact to these habitats. 

54.2 Classifkation and Mapping of Habitats 

There are two principal systemsfor classifying natural resources:taxonomic ecosystemclassification 
and regionalization. Taxonomic classification systems attempt to develop definitions for different 
ecosystemtypes, irrespective of their location (Pfister and Amo 1980). This approach is similar to the 
traditional classification techniquesof speciestaxonomy and uses a dichotomous key rather than a map. 
Regionalization of ecological resources is a map-based approach that defines geographical areas of 
similarity basedon ecosystems,or ecosystem-determiningfactors. 

Robert Bailey of the U.S. Forest Service and James Omemik of the EPA Environmental Research 
Laboratory in Corvallis, OR have developed comparable,but conceptually different, ecoregion maps of 
the conterminous United States. Bailey’s (1980) map is hierarchical, drawing on different factors for 
delineating regions at different levels (e.g., Divisions versus Provinces). His classifications are 
principally climate driven, but use soils, landform, and vegetation at successivelevels. Omemik (1987) 
usesan overlay approachthat determinesthe homogeneityof areasby the coincidenceof different factors, 
including vegetation, hydrology, soils, etc. Omemik’s maps have been refined in many statesto provide 
finer resolution for assessingwater resourcequality, while the U.S. Forest Service is incorporating local 
scale ecoregions into Bailey’s classification to facilitate forest management. 

On the relatively fine scale of individual highway projects, vegetation is still the best indicator of 
ecosystemtype. However, azonalareas(such a riparian zones) are still poorly representedin vegetation-
based classifications. Kuchler’s (1964) potential natural vegetation (PNV) units is the only organized 
description of major above-groundterrestrial ecosystemdiversity that describesthe entire United States 
in reasonabledetail (Department of Agriculture, 1978), although NASA and cooperating agenciesare 
developing new vegetation maps from remote sensingdata (Janetos,personal communication). In terms 
of ecosystemclassifications, the new EMAP initiative at EPA is developing a classification of ecosystem 
types for each of their major natural systems, including those for forests (developed by the Society of 
Foresters) and for desertsand grasslands(developedby the Society of Range Management). In addition, 
statewide natural community classifications have now been completed for each state Natural Heritage 
program (Larry Master, The Nature Conservancy, personal communication). There is now good 
agreementamong state classifications on a regional basis, resulting in about 150 to 300 ecosystemtypes 
per state. More general vegetation types are in use by the natural resource agenciesand range from 
designationssuch as oak-hickory and spruce-fir associationsto simple hardwood forest, conifer forest, 
and rangeland categories. 

Given the advancementof these efforts, and the many sophisticatedhabitat classification programs 
at local levels, it is now reasonableto expect a good delineation of habitat types and areas for major 
highway developmentprojects. Analysis of thesedata require graphic overlay capabilities that are greatly 
enhancedby the use of GIS. 
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GIS - Geographic Information Systems 

A geographic information system (GIS) is a collection of computer hardware, software, and 
geographic data that can capture, store, integrate, edit, retrieve, manipulate, analyze, synthesize, and 
output all forms of geographically referenced information. GIS approachesusing remote sensing and 
existing data, such as U.S. Geological Survey quad sheets, are also being used in states to develop 
statewide land use maps for planning pumer 1990). Many more examples of GIS for planning are 
occurring on local scales as its power for determining spatial patterns is realized. GIS can be used to 
analyze the spatial relationships between speciesranges and land use patterns, and to identify adequate 
buffer areas and potential habitat corridors for the maintenanceof ecosystem integrity. For ecological 
evaluation, mapping of individual habitat areasis essential. Only through GIS or other graphical methods 
can the areasof habitat impacted and the changesin landscapepatterns be quantified. 

Current GIS approachesto assessingthe impacts of highway development use photographic imagery 
(usually low level aerial) to delineate vegetation using the Anderson Level I, II, or III classifications. 
In addition to accuratemeasuresof habitat area, this imagery provides perimeter-to-area ratios and other 
measures of habitat fragmentation and isolation. Some analysts are hoping to use the gap analysis 
program data developed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service that correlates Landsat Thematic Mapper 
vegetation imagery with ecosystemtypes and vertebrate distributions (Idaho Cooperative Fish and Wildlife 
Unit 1991). Even more promising is the use of GIS in highway planning that has grown since McHarg 
(1969) advocated map overlay methods to determine the suitability of land for highway development. 
The anticipated rapid growth of highway systems in North Carolina has prompted the State to create a 
Center for Geographic Information and Analysis to provide the locational data on natural resources 
neededfor effective highway planning (Fred Skaer, FHWA, personal communication). 

5.4.3 Characterization of Habitat Values and Impacts 

Once habitat areas have been classified and mapped, potentially impacted areas need to be 
characterized in terms of ecosystemvalues and functions. Traditionally, habitat characterization per se 
has been limited to wetlands. others considerationshave focused on individual speciesand water quality. 

Species Characterization 

In the ecosystemapproachto ecological evaluation, analysisof impacts to individual speciescontinues 
to play a~ impclrtant role. To adequatelyconsider the role of individual speciesin ecosystemprotection, 
current analyses conducted for endangeredand threatened species and for species of economic and 
recreational important need only be extendedto other rare and ecologically important specie-s. In each 
case,predicted mortality from road kills, contaminanttoxicity, and habitat alteration should be evaluated, 
as well as indirect effects on population status, behavior, and movement patterns. 

The important factor in species analysis is identification\of the sensitive species. The number of 
federally and state listed threatened and endangeredspeciesis very small; however, many more species 
can be included if consideration is expandedto include U.S. Fish and Wildlife candidate (category 2) 
speciesand state speciesof concern. The best approachis to survey the specieslist of each major animal 
group (e.g., invertebrates, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals) for rare species, speciesthreatened 
by other stresses,migratory species, and keystone species (such as raptors). Potentially sensitive plant 
species can be identified through rare specieslists and plant community analysesthat identify dominant 
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vegetation layers, important food source plants, and species critical to nutrient cycling. Plants and 
animds associatedwith specialor unique habitats (suchas cedar glades, shalebarrens, talus slopes, cliffs, 
and caves) should also be included. Special attention should be given to symbiotic species such ‘as 
butterllie-s and their host plants. 

In the urban setting, fewer specieswill be present, but consideration should extend to the full range 
of “urban” wildlife that increaseas more edgeis createdaround fragmented woodlots and wetlands (such 
asraccoon, opossum,muskrat, squirrel, woodchuck, cottontail, chipmunk, meadow vole, American toad, 
robin and cardinal, and deer). 

Aquatic Habitat Characterization 

Traditional water quality analysis can be extendedto include rigorous assessmentsof aquatic habitat. 
The FHWA Technical Advisory T6640.8A addressesimpacts to major streams, rivers, reservoirs, and 
springs. More specifically, the FHWA reference manual for Assessing Water Quality Impacts from 
Highway Maintenance Practices (Krame et al. 1985) prescribes a Habitat Evaluation Method which 
classifies impacts. The habitat assessmenthas three basic goals: 

(1) Assess the resource value of the undisturbed habitat of the nearest receiving water 
downstream of the expectedimpact. 

(2) Predict what effects the expecteddisturbancemight have on the habitat in terms of habitat 
loss, alteration, or displacement. 

(3) Assess the value of the disturbed habitat and determine if the difference in resource 
values constitutesa significant impact. 

The method is based on the principles set forth in the Habitat Evaluation System (HES) as adapted by 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE, 1980) from the Fish and Wildlife Service Habitat Evaluation 
Procedure (HEP). The HES operates on three basic assumptions: (1) the presence or absence, and 
abundanceand diversity, of animal populations in a habitat or community is determined by basic biotic 
and abiotic factors that can be quantified; (2) if the necessaryhabitat requirements for a species are 
present, then a viable population will be, or could be, supportedby that habitat; and (3) general habitat 
characteristics can be used to indicate the quality of a habitat and its ability to support fish and wildlife 
populations. 

The HES method determines the quality of a habitat type using functional curves relating habitat 
quality to quantitative biotic and abiotic characteristicsof the habitat (i.e., a habitat quality index is on 
the ordinate ranging from O-l for every parameter; a curve basedon a particular measurementendpoint 
is used to quantify the effect). Habitat size and quality are combined to assessproject impacts. The 
general HES method, which is applied to each specific habitat type, is as follows: 

Step 1. Determine habitat type or land use areas. 

Step 2. Derive habitat quality index (I-IQI) scores for each habitat type or land use category. 
Score and weight specific variables basedon importance to habitat quality. Calculate an 
aggregatescore. 
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Step 3. The area of a given habitat type is multiplied by the aggregateHQI to obtain a Habitat 
Unit Value (HUV). 

Step 4. An HUV is projected for the impact of future maintenanceactivity based on estimated 
changesin habitat type due to such influences as channeldredging, sedimentloading, and 
addition of toxic materials. 

Step 5. Calculate the impact: HUV after practice - HUV before practice = impact. 

Step 6. The significance of the impact on the resource value of the habitat is evaluated and 
possible mitigation requirements examined. 

This evaluation requires data from streamsand lakes on basic chemical, physical, and biological features 
of the receiving water bodies. Key variables required for streams include fish species association, 
sinuosity index (SI), total dissolved solids, turbidity, chemical type, and benthic diversity (aquatic 
macroinvertebrates); additional variables for lakes include spring flooding index, mean depth, shoreline 
development index, total fish standing crop, and sport fish standing crop. 

This approach to aquatic community characterization is similar to that being used by EPA’s Qffice 
of Water to develop biological criteria in support of the water quality standardsprogram (EPA 1990). 
Biological criteria research has developed several powerful methods for characterizing aquatic 
communities (e.g., the Index of Biotic Integrity, see Karr 1991). These methods are based on the 
presence, relative abundance,and condition of several specieswithin an aquatic community and provide 
substantially better measuresof habitat composition than traditional richness and evennessindices of 
diversity. Although existing methods are most applicable to stream ecosystems,technical guidance is 
being developed for other waterbodies (e.g., lakes, rivers, estuaries, and wetlands) (Southerland and 
Stribling, in press). Application of new biocriteria methods, as well as modifications of HEP procedures 
(e.g., Pennsylvania’s computer-basedPAN HEP), should greatly increase the ability to characterize 
aquatic and other habitats. 

Qualitative methods for characterizing aquatic habitats include assessing potential impacts to 
waterbodies whose value have been recognized by offkial designations,such as Wild and Scenic Rivers 
(as required by FHWA guidance). Unfortunately, too few rivers have been designatedas wild and scenic 
to affect many projects. There are a much greater number of sensitive river segments in the National 
Rivers Inventory and ev?n rncre in the American Rivers’ Outstanding Rivers List (Southerland et al. 
1991). Outstanding Resource Waters are also identified in state 305(b) waterbody assessmentreports to 
EPA (U.S. EPA 1993). A review of the rivers and streamsincluded in these Iists should be a minimum 
requirement for characterizing aquatic habitats in the project area. 

Wetlands Characterization 

Wetlands have also generated substantial research into methods for characterizing habitat. The 
Wetlands-FHWA Technical Advisory T6640.8A requires analysts to identify all wetiands using the 
National Wetlands inventory (NWI) maps, Soil Conservation Service (SCS) soil surveys, and field 
surveys, as needed, to delineate wetland boundaries according to the current jurisdictional wetlands 
manual (U.S. Army COE Environmental Laboratory 1987). Analysts may also designatecertain wetlands 
as exceptional resource value wetlands, including wetland special areasoutside the highway corridor that 
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may be subject to indirect and secondaryimpacts (West Virginia DOT 1992). Impact factors include the 
size and proximity of the wetland, and the relationship of the wetland to its water source. 

Generalwildlife diversity-productivity scorescan be determinedfor specific wetlandsusing 10 criteria 
(Golet 1976, U.S. Army COE and MinnesotaEnvironmental Quality Board 1988). These criteria include 
3 based on vegetational community composition, 3 on wetland structure, 2 on wetland hydrology, 1 on 
adjacentland use, and 1 on water chemistry. More commonly, the Wetland Evaluation Technique (WET) 
developedfor FHWA can be done to determine a functional assessment(Adamus et al. 1987). Wetland 
functions of concern include nutrient removal/transformation, sedimentltoxicant retention, sediment 
stabilization, floodflow alteration, groundwater recharge, production export, aquatic diversity, and 
wetland-dependentbird habitat diversity. WET II analysis can be used to develop a rating value for 
wildlife with a high rating designatingfloodplain wetlands, large and vegetationally diverse wetlands, and 
moderate-sizewetlands that are oasesor complexeswith some interspersion (U.S. DOT and Michigan 
DOT 1991). Individual functions of wetlands such as plant and wildlife support, flood protection, and 
water quality should be determinedand mitigation designedto replacelost values. FHWA has developed 
specific design criteria for replacing these functions when creating wetlands (Marble 1990). Another 
approachis to apply HEP to wetland characterizations. The use of HEP analysesis being reviewed for 
use in wetland mitigation banking programs for highway developmentin North Carolina (McCrain 1992). 

Terrestrial Habitat Characterization 

Characterization of terrestrial habitats can follow the same models used for aquatic and wetlands 
habitats. In particular, the Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HEP) of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
and the Wildlife-Habitat Relationships (WHR) of the U.S. Forest Service and certain state wildlife 
agencieshave been applied to multispeciesterrestrial communities (Schroeder 1986, O ’Neil et al. 1991, 
Short and Williamson 1986). As with wetland and streamhabitat evaluation methods, subjective values 
canbe attributed to terrestrial environments. Following a Forest Serviceprotocol, community importance 
values can be assignedbasedon 9 characteristics:diversity of plants and animals, density of plants within 
each community, canopy height, amount of each community in the state, number of game animals per 
community, geologic age and degree to which the community is a relic, moisture requirements of each 
community, “the relative degree of insularity in the discontinuous phase within climax communities of 
lower sensitivity”, and degreeof ecological succession. Each factor can then be weighted on a scale of 
2 to 10 and summed for the habitat type. (De Waal Malefyt et al. 1976). 

Where detailed characterization of terrestrial habitats is not pcssible, qualitative methods of 
designating sensitive areas can be applied. FHWA has existing guidance on the inventory of section 
4(0/6(f) lands including state parks, national recreation areas, community parks, existing and proposed 
National Wildlife Refuges, trails, and other lands acquired or developed with Land and Water 
ConservationFund assistance.These and other natural areas,such as Iocal greenways,private preserves, 
and certain national forest, should be identified and their place in the landscapedescribed. Other areas 
that are more disturbed should also be considered as they may be successfully functioning natural 
ecosystemsof local importance. Even thesehuman-alteredareasare becoming increasingly valuable (and 
vulnerable) as others like them are eliminated by urbanization. 

Existing designationsfor identifying sensitive habitats can be taken from national forest management 
prescriptions (MP), e.g., wilderness (MP S), areas emphasizing managementfor species intolerant of 
disturbance(MP 6. l), and areasemphasizingsemi-primitive non-motorized recreation in a natural setting 
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(MP 6.2). Other possible designationsinclude special botanical areas (defined as state natural heritage 
program’and national forest management plan (MP 8) areas emphasizing preservation of unique 
ecosystems), areas of national significance, and research areas. Many other federal and state 
designationshave been developed that should be included in terrestrial habitat characterization. Many 
of these designations are compiled in the EPA report, Targeting Priority Nantral Resources:A Review 
of Nu?io& Lists (Southerland et al. 1991). Twenty-five lists are included comprising over 5,000 
terrestrial sites. Many more state designated sites may be found on lists that are not yet centrally 
compiled. 

Landscapecharacterizationfrom remotely senseddata is especially valuable in classifying vegetation 
as a means of selecting sensitive habitats. The Anderson Level II Land Cover Mapping from USGS 
provides division of forest habitat in deciduous, evergreen, and mixed categories; additional data on local 
speciesassociationscan provide the more specific vegetation associationsneededfor habitat designations 
related to ecosystemprotection goals. For example, remote habitat may be given special consideration 
as it supports speciesintolerant of disturbance(e.g., bear, turkey, bobcat, fisher, warblers, woodpeckers, 
thrushes, gnatcatchers, and flycatchers). To evaluate forest fragmentation, the pattern of forests larger 
than 200 ac can be determined (becausesmaller areasdo not support forest-interior species). 

Riparian areas are a habitat type of special interest because of their inherent wildlife value and 
importance for landscape connectivity. The FHWA authority (Floodplains-FHPM 6-7-3-2 Location 
Hydraulic Study in 23 CFR 650) “. ,. to avoid or minimize highway encroachmentswith the 100 year 
floodplain, where practicable, and to avoid supporting land use development which is incompatible with 
floodplain values,” can be used to protect riparian habitat that provides ecosystemservices within the 
floodplain. Areal measuresof the regulatory floodway and lOO-yr floodplain (high to moderate risk) and 
flood hazard areas (low to moderate risk) are already incorporated into environmental assessmentsof 
highway development. In a similar way, existing analyses of geomorphology, surface geology, 
groundwater, soil associations,and hydrology can be usedto delineateecological regions and their unique 
watershedvalues. 

In a similar vein, other existing analyses conducted in environmental assessmentsof highway 
development could be expanded to consider landscapeunits as functioning ecological systems. For 
example, evaluation of impacts to the aesthetic and visual character of the site (using visual unit 
boundaries of l/2 mi for 30 set of visual experience at 55 mph) could be modified to encompass 
landscapeecology principles. In addition, air quality considerationsfocused on compliance with national 
ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) could be expanded to include vegetation effects not in the 
standards. 

L 

5.4.4 Comparative Methods 

Ultimately the analysis of ecological impacts from highway development must make a clear and 
concise comparison of the impacts of each alternative on eacll ecosystemendpoint. As pointed out in 
Section 4, the suite of ecosystem endpoints of greatest concern varies with the category of highway 
development, i.e., urban, suburban, rural, and wildland. Similarly, the type and degree of impact may 
vary with each category. In most cases,however, the methods for measuring the impacts are the same. 
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The simplest method for comparing impacts is to develop a checklist for each ecosystemendpoint. 
This may be expanded into matrices that directly illustrate impact degree across endpoints and 
alternatives. Where more complex relationships between impacts and endpoints can be measured, 
modeling approachesmay be used. Finally, spatial measuresof impact can best be compared using 
graphic methods. In essence,the comparisonof impacts is a table of alternativesvs. ecosystemendpoints 
that includes in each cell a qualitative or quantitativemeasureof predicted impact. Where possible, these 
cells should summarize all potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts on the ecosystemendpoint. 

To arrive at such a summary table, individual analysesmay be required for the impacting activities 
occurring during each of the four phasesof highway development: planning, design, construction, and 
operation. Within each phase, the relative importance of the following stressor processes can be 
evaluated: 

Alteration of topography. 
Vegetation removal. 
Erosion, sedimentation, and soil compaction. 
Dehydration and inundation. 
Acidification, salinization, and warming. 
Contaminant toxicity. 
Noise and visual disturbance. 
Introduction of exotic species. 
Direct mortality from road kills. 

Qualitative measuresmay be limited to a description of impacts to individual ecosystemendpoints. 
For comparison purposes, this requires summarization of the magnitude, duration, and frequency of 
impacts in an ordinal scale such as high, moderate, or low impact. Where possible, numerical meaSures 
of impact should be derived. The simplest measurefor sensitive habitats is areal extent. The number 
of acres destroyed or degradedcan be determined by overlays of corridor siting or construction design 
drawings with habitat maps. More complex measuresof impact are required to describe fragmentation 
and indirect effects. Becauseof edgeeffects, forest habitat degradationmay be more accuratelydescribed 
by perimeter-to-area ratios for individual forest blocks. Distance to adjacent habitat types can also be 
measured. Lastly, numerical measuresof habitat interspersionand connectivity can be given. Although 
there is no consensusor standardizedprotocol for quantifying edge effect, both vegetation measuresand 
animal behavior analyses can be used to define edge width. Accurate evaluations of fragmentation 
impacts require an adequatemeansof quantifying edge length and width (Yahner 1985). 

A simple comparative analysis was conductedby Bohm and Henry (1979) for highway development 
through a valued forest area surrounding Paris. They set up an algorithm for eliminating extreme 
alternative choices opt-ion’ by using two conflicting criteria: the number of forest ac lost and the number 
of driving miles required. They set bounds on the extreme amounts of forest loss per acre that would 
be acceptable(e.g., 10 ac per mile and 100 ac per mile). Where .estimatesof route impacts fell below 
or abovethesethresholdsthe route alternative would be eliminated. Although thesekinds of comparisons 
can be constructedfor any number of possibletradeoffs, the interactionsamong multiple scenariosrapidly 
increasesthe difficulty of the analysis. 
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Methods developed for the selection of transmissionline routes can be adaptedfor highway corridor 
selection in the planning stage, and provide an illustration of possible ways of standardizing differing 
impacts. De Waal Malefyt et al. (1976) attemptedto quantify such important factors as number of unique 
vertebrates, number of endangeredvertebrates, areal extent of each community in the state, degree of 
stress, and degree of negative impact from construction by measuring the total length of sensitive areas 
crossed by the transmission route. These sensitive areas included steep slopes, lakes, stream, marshes 
and wetlands, forest, and specific areasof ecological sensitivity. They applied a screening process that 
produced a regional sensitivity survey of the 23,000 m2 area and identified habitats of endangeredfauna, 
geographically isolated biotic communities or those of limited extent, and research natural areas. Two 
criteria were used to assign impact levels to areaswith the greatestsensitivities. First, impacts to biotic 
communities (basedon floral composition) were described in acre-years per mile (as a measure of area 
and time neededto recover the natural composition). Community impacts were assigned levels 1 to 5 
and then were refined with 6 characteristics: areal extent, revegetation potential, floral density, support 
for vertebrates, and importance to protected species and stability. The second criterion measuredthe 
geographic range of human-interest animals and identified critical habitat areas. Impact levels of 1 to 5 
were assignedto each community basedon potentially impacted area. The sum of theseareaswithin each 
link of the transmission corridor equaled total impact; the vector sum of all links equaled the route 
impact. This kind of acre-year analysis incorporates both spatial and temporal impacts into a single unit 
analysis that can be adaptedto the evaluation of ecological impacts from highway development. 

While it is important to quantify impacts, care should be taken not to compare acreageslost among 
habitats of different values. In most cases,unique natural areasshould be evaluated separately with all 
ecological functions explicitly considered. 

The following table illustrates potential ecological effects that might be identified for a hypothetical 
set of highway development alternatives. In this hypothetical example, a new highway project has been 
proposed and two possible alignments are evaluated (along with the no action alternative). The project 
is planned for a rural area with substantial areas of both agricultural and natural habitats. The natural 
habitats are predominately upland forest (including old growth stands and wilderness areas) with a few 



Table 3. Hypothetical Comparison of Effects of Al&natives on Ecosystem Endpoints 
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5.5 Evaluation of Cumulative Impacts 

The evaluation of cumulative impacts to ecosystemsfrom highway development is an essentialpart 
of any environmental impact assessment. Fortunately, the ecosystem approach to ecological impacts 
analysesrecommendedabove incorporatesthe basic principles neededfor evaiuating cumulative impacts. 
Nonetheless, it is valuable to review the following crucial steps involved in cumulative effects analysis: 

1. Defining the goals of the assessment. 
2. Setting the spatial and temporal boundaries of the study. 
3. Establishing an environmental baseline for assessingimpacts. 
4. Selecting the impact factors to be included in the study. 
5. Identifying the role of impact thresholds in the study. 
6. Analyzing the impacts of the activity (alternatives) relative to the baseline. 
7. Recommending mitigation and monitoring based on the cumulative effects. 

These steps closely parallel the evaluation approach presentedin this report. Of greatest importance, is 
the need to set spatial and temporal boundaries based on the resource of concern, i.e., the ecosystem. 
In addition, the enumeration of these steps highlight the additional information needed to conduct 
cumulative effects analysis as part of the evaluation of ecological impacts from highway development. 
Specifically, cumulative effects analysis requires an environmental baseline against which to compare 
ecosystemcondition (no. 3), identification of other related actions potentially affecting ecosystems(no. 
4), and thresholds of significant cumulative impact (no. 5). 

Cumulative impacts to ecosystemsmust be measuredagainst a baseline condition. Depending on the 
timeframe of concern, there may be a need for both historical and future baselinesderived from trends 
in ecosystem change. One of the special problems associated with highway development is the 
accumulatedeffect of individual componentsof the highway system and the secondarydevelopment that 
often follows. In assessingcumulative impacts to ecosystems, special emphasis should be given to 
including development activities that reduce the areal extent of habitat types. Lastly, thresholds of 
significant impact must be set. Becauseecosystemsare affected in some way by virtually all activities, 
the cumulative effects analysis problem can become intractable unless significant levels of change are 
defined. 

A number of specific methods have been developed for cumulative effects analysis. Narrative 
procedural guidancehas beendevelopedfrom reviews of existing m%hods (e.g., Horak et al. 1983, Lane 
and Wallace 1988) and additional conceptualframeworks have been proposed by Westman (1985) and 
Bedford and Preston (1988). Mathematical representationsof the cause and effect relationship have 
included flow diagrams, networks, and matrices (e.g., Stull et al. 1987). More quantitative statistical and 
modeling approachesbasedon analysis of historical patterns of impacts have also been developed (e.g., 
Gosselink et al. 1990). One of the most useful approachesinvolves map overlay methodsthat range from 
general landscape suitability ratings (McHarg 1969) to individual habitat patch preservation priorities 
(Scott et al. 1987). The recent advancements in GIS technologies have greatly increased the 
sophistication of current map overlay approaches. 

The synoptic approach to cumulative impact assessmentrecently developed by EPA for wetlands 
(Leibowitz et al. 1992) provides a practical framework that could be adaptedto any habitat type given 
adequatedata. The approach restson the selection of synoptic indices (actual functions and values within 
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the particular environmental setting of interest) and landscapeindicators (actual data used to representthe 
indices). By associatinga parameterof concern (such as integrity of interior forest songbird populations) 
with a measurableindicator (such as forest patch size), the cumulative impacts within the landscapecan 
be determined. These synoptic indices can then be compared across landscapesubunits (e.g., counties, 
watersheds,or ecoregions)to promote better decision-making and highway planning. 

For many situations, assessmentof cumulative impacts on the regional scale, so important to 
understanding threats to ecosystems, poses major difficulties. Frequently the region-specific data 
necessaryfor such assessmentsare lacking, particularly within the time and resource constraints often 
involved in preparing environmental analyses(Irwin and Rodes 1992). This emphasizesthe need for 
federal agenciesto cooperate in developing regional baseline information. Even for small projects, it 
should always be the objective of the environmental document to analyze impacts at the largest relevant 
scale, basedon the affected resourcesand expectedimpacts. 

FHWA recognizes the importance of regional analysis and has taken a significant step toward 
improving the consideration of cumulative impacts by publishing an g-step framework for incorporating 
secondaryand cumulative impacts considerationsinto the highway development process (FHWA 1992): 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Conduct area-wide planning early in the process and look for links with programmed 
development and resource managementplans. 

Where planning information is not available, use historical data and trends information as an 
indicator of future developmentpatterns. 

Determine recent and expected changes in development and resources as a measure of 
susceptibility of resources, 

Relate information on trends in developmentto geographic scope of the project. 

Incorporate the time period defined by the project design life in the analysis of impacts. 

Assessthe impact of all planned and potential developmentin areasinfluenced by the project over 
its life. 

Estimate the contribution of the highway project to projected development based on project 
features that promote or facilitate development. 

Develop mitigations that are reasonableand related to project impacts. Recognize that measures 
to addressfuture developmentare often beyond the control of highway programs and require that 
highway proponents work with local agenciesto incorporate environmental protection provision 



6. Mitigation Measures for Ecological Impadts of Highways 

CEQ guidance requires that mitigation measures be considered even for impacts that are not 
themselves“significant” once the proposal as a whole is consideredto have significant effects (46 Federal 
Register 18026, 1981). In the caseof highway development impacts, these measuresmust include both 
specific design alternatives (that could decreasepollution emissions, construction impacts, and aesthetic 
intrusion) and other mitigation activities such as relocation assistanceand possible land use controls that 
could be enacted. To adequately consider ecological impacts of highway development, mitigation 
measureSshould be developed within the ecosystemframework and should consider the possible impacts 
of the mitigation itself. 

6.1 Ecosystem Approach to Mitigation 

Mitigation for ecosystemprotection should addressthe cumulative impacts of all activities within the 
landscape (which, depending on the scale of the project, may vary from small watersheds to areas 
exceeding several thousand acres) to ensure that ecosystem integrity and health are maintained. The 
preservation of individual habitat areas is important but not always sufficient to maintain the ecological 
integrity of the greater ecosystem. In addition, the size, diversity, distribution, and connectivity of key 
habitat tracts must be conserved to provide for the natural diversity characteristic of the larger eco
complex or region. The two most important methods for maintaining the integrity of fragmented habitats 
are (1) the provision of buffer areas, and (2) the creation of habitat corridors. Buffers represent the 
principal method of avoiding impacts to sensitive areas, and habitat corridors provide the best means of 
mitigating habitat isolation. The most common means of creating both buffer areas and corridors is the 
preservation of natural habitat along streams, steep slopes, and other sensitive areas. 

Habitat Buffers. The preservation of a sensitive habitat includes both the avoidance of direct 
conversion of the area and the maintenance of adequate buffer areas so that edge effects and other 
negative impacts do not affect the sites. For example, highway corridors through forests can be 
“feathered” to avoid some edge effects (Gates 1991). Additional areas adjacent to the corridor can be 
cut to create successionalbands of vegetation parallel to the corridor opening; this reducespredation rates 
at the edge and minimizes the barrier effects. However, a wider edge results in less forest interior. 
Research into the impacts on benthic invertebrate communities indicates that buffer strips between 
roadways and streams of at least 30 m are required to prevent alteration in invertebrate diversity and 
ecological structure @man et al. 1977). These buffer strips serve to maintain the riparian canopy and 
to stabilize the stream channel. 

Habitat Corridors. Mitigation of habitat fragmentation involves the maintenance or restoration of 
habitat “connectivity” (Norse 1990). One way to address the fragmentation caused by highway 
construction is to reduce the effective width of a highway corridor and decreasethe barrier effect. In 
addition to reducing the number of lanes or roadside area, providing wide, densely vegetated medians 
can facilitate movement of some species across the highway. However, road kills due to collisions 
remains problematic. For those speciesthat cannot cross highways of any size, fragmentation must be 
addressedby the provision of habitat corridor underpasses. Corridors have been used successfully in 
wildlife management for 50 years (Harris and Atkins 1990). Corridors provide for the movement of 
animals, serve as a population source, contain whole communities, and withstand natural disturbance 
events, but they also provide for contamination transmission (Csuti 1991). Unfortunately, becauseedge 
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effects reach 200 to 600 m into the forest (Pace 1990), optimal corridors widths cannot be achievedwith 
highway bridges and must be addressedwhen siting the highway. 

Although the developmentof specific mitigation plans must be basedon a thorough understandingof 
the site conditions, certain basic principles of ecological managementshould be followed when mitigation 
measures are developed. The following general mitigation principles apply to ecosystem protection 
efforts: 

1. Base mitigation goals and objectives on a landscape-scaleanalysisthat considersthe needsof the 
region. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Mimic natural processesand promote native species. 

Protect rare and ecologically important speciesand communities. 

Minimize fragmentation of habitat and promote connectivity of natural areas. 

Maintain structural diversity of habitats and, where appropriate, speciesdiversity to promote the 
natural variety of the area. 

6. Tailor managementto site-specific environmental conditions and to the unique impacts of the 
specific degrading activity. 

7. Monitor for ecological impacts and revise mitigation plans as necessary. 

6.2 Mitigations for Each Phase of Highway Development 

The first priority in developing mitigation plans for ecosystemdegradation should be avoidance of 
the impact. This is usually a siting issue, i.e., locating all construction activities at a distance from the 
habitatsof concern. The ecosystemis adequatelypreservedif all possible impact scenariosare accounted 
for. Barring this solution, effective managementmeasuresmust be implementedto ensurethe protection 
of the habitats of concern. Failing effective management,mitigation falls to the restoration of habitat, 
which is often problematic, or finally to compensation. 

In the caseof highway development, ditierent mitigation measurescan be applied at each of the four 
phases: planning, design, construction, and operation and maintenance. The earlier phases provide 
opportunities for avoiding sensitive areasduring route selection, while the latter phasesrequire mitigation 
measuresfor pollution reduction. In the following sections,specific mitigation measuresfor each of the 
four phases of highway development are discussed. At the end of each section, a figure provides 
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6.2.1 Planning Phase 

The planning phase involves all predesign activities including the siting of the highway corridor. 
This is the most important opportunity for mitigation of highway impacts because it allows for 
consideration of the full range of landscape-level factors. The principal mitigation measure in the 
planning phase is avoidance of sensitive areas during the selection of the corridor route. Becausethe 
route selection is only constrained by the purpose and need of the project, alternative transportation 
options can also be considered in this phase. 

As soon as the purpose and need for a project has been developed, environmental considerationsand 
potential mitigations should be enter into the highway development process. Incorporation of these 
concernsearly in the planning processis the best way of avoiding irreconcilable conflicts, Consideration 
of alternative transportation options (such as railways and bikeways, or traffic management)should be 
viewed as initial “mitigation” opportunities before the type of highway is selected. While the range of 
alternative transportation options may be greater in the urban and suburban settings, these alternatives 
should be considered for all categories of highway projects. The planning phase is also the best place 
to consider effects such as reductions in the carbon sink causedby vegetation removal and its implications 
for global warming. 

The next opportunity for mitigation is corridor selection. This is a critical step, especially in wildland 
and rural settings, becauseit offers the greatestrange of options for avoiding sensitive habitats. For large 
highway projects, corridor selection itself is worthy of an EIS, even though the actual roadway alignment 
will be selected at a later time. In the case of Appalachian Corridor H (West Virginia DOT 1992), a 
corridor selection process based on a width of 2000 ft was used as a means of considering the many 
valued natural resources within the project area. The only way to avoid habitat fragmentation and 
impacts to contiguous forest and remote habitat is to mitigate in the planning phase. The vulnerability 
of many wildland habitats meansthat even the most conscientiousdesign and construction phasescannot 
mitigate adverse impacts from a nearby corridor. 

An important componentin the considerationof corridor impacts is the likelihood and extent of future 
secondary development. Again, these impacts can be especially devastating to wildland habitats. In 
devising planning phase mitigation for secondarydevelopment, the analyst should look at existing land 
use within potential corridors, and project possible future land use (forest, agricultural, and urban) based 
on current land use plans and controls. This requires consideration of state planning regions and local 
growth centers. It is only in the planning phasethat conflict between ecosystemprotection and e?ononic 
development can be resolved. Traditionally, environmental assessmentshave been limited to identifying 
which alignment alternatives have the lowest potential for direct support of base floodplain development. 
This approach should be expanded to include development on all sensitive lands, and mitigation 
encouragedin the form of appropriate applications of local zoning restrictions. 

The final opportunity for mitigation during planning is the selection of the highway alignment (usually 
a corridor of 150 to 300 ft). This is the step where specific sensitive habitats can be avoided to the extent 
practicable given the general corridor route. The mitigation goal is to avoid ecologically sensitive areas 
and limit encroachmentsto fringe takings rather than severances. To date, this has included avoiding 
wetlands, large forested or vegetationally diverse tracts, raptor nests, and major wildlife travel corridors, 
as well as minimizing construction parallel to streams with important fisheries. As before, these 
considerations should be extendedto all sensitive habitats. Mitigations for secondary development can 



Control the indirect effect of human accessto sensitive areas through managementpolicies. 
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also be implemented at this step by reducing the number of interchangesand other means of highway 
access. Any measuresto minimize the amount of new highway construction in the alignment selection 
process will mitigate against adverseimpacts and secondarydevelopment. 

Specific mitigations in the planning phase include the following: 

Avoid impacting sensitive habitats for which there are few mitigation possibilities (e.g., special 
botanical areas). 

Avoid fragmentation of forest cover or other contiguoushabitats. 

Utilize existing non-forest lands and transportation corridors. 

Route near existing edgesof forests rather than bisecting them. 

Minimize the length and width of right+f-way through or along a forest to reduce creation of 
edge. 

Avoid or minimize construction of rights-of-way through remote habitat. 

Compensatefor unavoidable loss of habitat through in-kind restoration or mitigation banking 
programs. 

Compensatefor unavoidable direct loss of wildlife habitat by increasing the carrying capacity 
through habitat improvement methods such as planting/harvesting/managingfood species, and 
providing accessto water supplies. 

Compensate for unavoidable loss of sensitive habitats for which there are no mitigation 
possibilities (e.g., special botanical areas) by identifying and preserving areas of similar or 
greater value. 



Figure 1. Mitigations in the Planning Phase 
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6.2.2 Design Phase 

The design phase involves the siting of the final right-of-way footprint and all aspectsof structural 
design and within design mitigations. This phasealso provides several important mitigation opportunities 
including both site-scaleavoidanceof sensitivehabitats and structural modifications to the highway design 
that may reduce impacts of fragmentation or off-site effects. Design of corridor width, median type, 
roadside vegetation, and location of borrow areas can all contribute to the minimization of ecological 
impacts. Specific structural mitigations, such as bridges, underpassesor tunnels, and fencing, have 
considerablepotential for enhancinghabitat conservationgoals. 

Once the highway project has been planned (both corridor and alignment selected) many of the 
opportunities for avoiding sensitive habitats have been removed. However, certain site-level changesin 
the roadway footprint can be made in the design phaseand thesechangescan minimize effects which can 
not be avoided. These include limiting impingement on adjacenthabitats (through lane adjustmentsand 
bridge design), minimizing barrier affects (through the use of bridges and water conveyance), and 
reducing pollution impacts (through noisewalls, curb design, and catchmentbasins). The unique problem 
of road kills can be addressedthrough combinationsof fencing and underpasses. At the same time, the 
designphaseprovides the opportunity for incorporating substantialrestoration or habitat creation activities 
within the right-of-way (mitigation banking may be better consideredunder the planning phase). 

Avoidance of sensitivehabitatsthrough highway design is progressively more important in suburban, 
rural, and wildland settings. Essentially, the strategy is to reduce the roadway “footprint.” Reliance on 
existing roadway alignmentsis a primary meansof doing this. It may also be accomplishedby reducing 
the roadbed elevation to minimize shoulder width; by shifting the alignment (e.g., to avoid pothole 
wetlands); or by widening the median to encompasssmall communitiesor wetlands. A reducedfootprint 
also allows for a larger buffer zone between the roadway and sensitive habitats, especially stream and 
wetlands. 

Even though sensitivehabitatsmay not be directly altered, nearby highway construction usually entails 
negative impacts associatedwith a “barrier effect.” Designs to amelioratethe effect of highway barriers 
should be based on an understanding of the functioning of habitat patches, corridors, edges, and the 
landscape matrix in the project area (Gates 1991). Mitigations for nearby wetlands include use of 
minimal practical slopes and median widths; maintenanceof existing surface and subsurfacehydrology; 
and provision of passagewaysthrough and around structures for movement of biota. Burnett (1992) 
recommendsthe following mitigation measuresfor barrier effects in forests: 

l Construct narrow roads. 
l Leave the canopy intact. 
l Incorporate sub-road tunnels 
l Build long bridges (as opposedto culverts or tunnels) over gullies and waterways. 

Although the provision of underpassesfor animal movement is still being researched,it can generally 
be said that long bridges are preferable (although this entails higher costs). Barrier effects have been 
demonstrated for reptiles and amphibians, and some small mammals. Certainly, the fall and spring 
migrations of amphibians are problems in certain areas. In some cases, successful migrations can be 
facilitated with short-term traffic management,but roadway tunnels may be the preferred solution (Daly 
1993). Solid concretemedian barriers pose an additional problem and it has not been determinedwhether 
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passagewaysin these barriers would be beneficial for smaller species (Adams and Geis 1981). Hunt et 
al. (1987) recommend using a variety of tunnel sizes, becausenew tunnels are predominately used by 
feral predators. Many species also require regeneration of native vegetation around tunnel entrances 
before they wil1 use them. 

The U.S.H. 53 project in Washburn and Douglas Counties, Wisconsin is an innovative example of 
mitigation for animal migration acrossa highway (U.S. DOT and Wisconsin DOT 1991). In this project, 
the highway corridor passedthrough an important wolf migration pathway. In order to minimize adverse 
impacts on the wolf population, significant lengths of “wolf shift” zones (areas with a wide, forested 
median) were proposed. Although this wide median constitutes the minimal feasible barrier to wolf 
migration, passagewould still be adversely affected. To mitigate for this impact, full control of access 
through this section of the project (with no new private accessesallowed) was proposed. It was believed 
that the benefit of precluding secondarydevelopment in the project area (thereby preserving this dispersal 
corridor) would exceed the adverse effects of the highway. In addition, to ensure that wolves or other 
large animals such as deer or bear would not be restricted by the expressway,fencing would be installed 
only adjacent to farms with domestic herd animals. 

Road kill mortality is another important factor affecting a wide variety of species. Fencing is a 
common solution, although the reduction in deathsmust be weighed against increasing the barrier effect, 
especially for long stretches of exclusive fencing (Leedy 1975). Research into the use of box-type 
underpassesby mule deer crossing under interstates with big game fencing (8 ft high) indicates that 
vehicle-deer collisions can be reduced by over 90% (Ward et al. 1980). However, results indicate that 
elk and pronghom do not significantly use underpasses. AH three specieswere twice as likely to avoid 
roads when people were walking nearby than when traffic was present. While fencing solutions may help 
resolve deer-human conflicts, Povilitis (1989) feels that road kill problems are fundamentally a land use 
issue (becauseconflicts arise when deer occupy wooded areas finely interspersedover land) that needs 
to be mitigated in the planning phase. 

Another impact from highway development that can be mitigated with barrier design is noise and 
visual disturbance. FHWA noise abatement criteria (currently 67 dBA for parks and 55 dBA for 
wilderness) could be based on threshold levels of substantial increase above ambient levels, not 
predetermined levels. Noise abatementmeasures (usually entailing substantially higher costs) include 
creating noise barriers of concrete, stone, wood, or earth; shifting the centerline away from sensitive 
receptors; and depressingthe roadway below the level of sensitive receptors. Van Der Zande (1980) has 
shown that highway disturbanceis especially severein open field habitats, and that it cannot be eliminated 
by simply placing walls or trees along the roadside, since these features only partially reduce the 
disturbance. Where effects might be reducedby constructing the road below ground level, the benefits 
must be balanced against the tendency of this practice to worsen hydrological impacts. 

Perhaps the most severebarrier effect that can be remediatedwithin the design phase is blockage of 
fish migration. As stated earlier, the retention of natural habitat and maintenanceof normal stream flow 
are best achieved by constructing bridges that do not impinge on the stream environment. However, 
culverts are considerably more economical; therefore it is important to set threshold conditions where it 
is appropriate to use culverts in place of bridges. Ideally, a culvert installation should not change the 
conditions that existed prior to that installation, i.e., the cross-sectionalarea should not be restricted by 
the culvert, the slope should not change, and the roughnesscoefficients should remain the same. Changes 
in theseparameterscould alter velocity and sediment transportation capacity of the stream and adversely 
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affect fish passage(Baker and Votapka, 1990). Successfulculvert design involves matching the velocities 
of the fish’sswimming zone in the culvert to the swimming capacity of the “design fish.” It is important 
to include the full assemblageof native migratory fish in these design considerations. Culvert options 
include bottomiess and buried pipe arches, and box, circular, and squashculverts. Criteria for culverts 
that provide successfulfish passageare as follows: 

1. Natural stream bottom. 
2. One large culvert, or two with one specifically for passage. 
3. Corrugated surface, especially for larger culverts. 
4. Diameter must pass maximum flow and debris (50 yr flood at static flow and 100 yr flood at 

headwaterdepth). 
5. Design for increasedflows from urbanization. 
6. Design for stream velocity. 
7. Maximum acceptablevelocity and depth. 
8. Allow for delay in passageonly during 5% peak flow (as a cost saving) becauseit does not affect 

fish. 
9. Use larger pipe over baffles. 
10. In high gradient streams, provide resting pools and bank protection above and below. 
11. Locate culvert where stream is straightest, do not cut off meanders. 
12. Carefully install riprap. 
13. No concrete aprons at openings. 
14. Cutlet pool with tailwater control (2x diameter and 2 ft deep). 
15. Complete rehabilitative work before rediverting streamback (armor embankmentbut use natural 

vegetation rather than armoring on streambank). 

In addition to providing for safe passageof fish and other animals, highway design can mitigate 
impacts to natural hydrological patterns. These patterns of water flow are critical to the functioning of 
adjacent wetlands and maintaining the integrity of riparian areas. Problems related to road design and 
their effects on riparian areas can be divided into four categories (Terrene Institute 1993): stream 
crossings (culverts, fords, and bridges), wet meadow crossings, road alignment, and road drainage. 
Culverts designedfor fish passageshould also be sized for minimal impact on flood height and duration. 
Placement of the bottom of the culvert at the natural channel level, and alignment of the structure with 
the natural stream direction and gradient, serve to facilitate natural hydrology as well as fish passage. 
Where there is not a single natural channel, multiple culverts should be placed over the width of the 
drainage area. Another option is to use french drains under the roadbed to maintain existing subsurface 
flows. Although culverts should be designedto pass expectedhigh flows, structures that detain water 
and sediment above the road (such as an upstream dike) can ameliorate erosion and other deleterious 
effects. 

More specific designsrelated to water flow can also help mitigate the impact of pollution runoff from 
highways. Potential design mitigations (many of which are in, standard water quality specification 
manuals) include the following: 

l Stabilize cut and fill slopes, shoulders, and median with perennial vegetation or non-erosive 
materiaIs such as riprap or geotextiles. 
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l Omit the use of curbs for delineation and stormtiater runoff control where possible. Consider 
kavkg gapsin continuouscurbs to allow transport of pollutants from the highway. 

l Establishpermanentdischargepoints for stormwater, including directing stormwater runoff over 
vegetatedsurfaces, using wet or dry detention basins, or using infiltration systemsto retain 
runoff. 
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6.2.3 Construction Phase 

The construction phase consistsof the vegetation removal, earth leveling, and paving stepsprovided 
for in the planning and design phases. While each of thesesteps is required by the preceding decisions, 
the specifics of the construction process can be modified to eliminate many of the short-term adverse 
impacts of completing these steps. The opportunities for mitigation in this phase are primarily best 
managementpractices (BMPs) that reduce soil erosion, toxic runoff, noise, and other construction-related 
pollution. Careful planning and supervision of construction operations can also reduce unnecessary 
vegetation removal and land scarring. 

Mitigations of construction impacts are similar in urban, suburban, rural, and wildland settings, but 
their importance may vary dramatically. In wildland and rural settings, where there are more sensitive 
receptors, minimization of pollution and disturbance impacts is especially important. Even in urban and 
suburban settings, however, the cumulative effects of runoff from many highway projects may severely 
impact downstream waterbodies such as the ChesapeakeBay. 

The principal mitigation measure in the construction phase is strict application of standard 
specifications for erosion and sediment control, including routine inspections (Krame et al. 1985). This 
involves the installation of erosion curtains, runoff settlement ponds, and stream diversions where 
necessary. In general, 200~ft grass filter strips should be provided around staging areas and special 
precautions should be taken to contain hazardouswaste spills. Where possible, consideration should be 
given to soundproofing individual sensitive receptors and or completely eliminating construction during 
critical nesting or breeding periods. 

An erosion control system plan should be carefully designedto minimally affect local water quality 
and to clean sediment-laden water resulting from the disturbed area. If a stream passesthrough the 
construction area, it should be diverted or piped so that it does not acquire sediment. All sediment-laden 
water is then channelizedand directed to sediment ponds for treatment. Water should only be returned 
to the stream when it has a sediment load comparable to the undisturbed stream. To accomplish this, a 
ditch is built above the project and lined with plastic; a flexible pipe diverts the water; erosion bales are 
used to contain runoff; chemical agentsmay be used to settle clay silt. 

Construction can also install permanentpollution control measuresthat stabilize the disturbed area and 
minimize soil movement through natural means. This includes the planting of grassesand the placement 
of rock at culvert outlets and small streamsinterceptedby cut slopes. Revegetationshould include early 
topsoil placement, seeding, fertilization, and mulching for all disturbed areas (including marsh disposal 
areas). Many new innovative mulches and nettings are available to eliminate erosion and minimize plant 
growth delay. Retaining walls and sidehill structures can be built of modular componentsto fit into the 
natural topography and reduce construction time and limit impacts. Bridges can use precast structures 
and on deck construction techniques to minimize terrain disruption, tree removal, and stream 
encroachment. Haul bridges should be used to eliminate crossing streams with heavy equipment and 
specially designed machinery or mats should be used to reduce soil compaction. 

Stream relocation should consider the needsof the resident aquatic community. Construction should 
be limited to dateswhen spawning, nesting, and breeding are not at risk. If the relocation is permanent, 
construction must be a true recreation and provide fish habitat in the form of deeppools, riffle areas, and 
constantflow in new channel. The new stream should achieve a stable morphology and natural meander 



determine if vegetative invasion from natural areas is adequate. 
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pattern (Rosgen 1985), and use natural materials and plantiigs. The original gravel size should be 
maintained iti the streambed, and stream shadingvegetation should remain on the banks. Where habitat 
structure have been lost, log dams, channel deflectors, overhang bank cover, lunker structures, and 
boulders can be added. Equally important is the maintenanceof natural riparian zones by minimizing 
vegetation clearing and protecting areasthat are not cleared. 

Many innovative methods are available for maintenance of aesthetic characteristics following 
construction. A return to the natural landform is desirable for ecological as well as aesthetic reasons 
(e.g., microclimate conditions). Careful landscapework concentratednear the baseof fills and at the top 
of cut slopes can blend the physical features of the site. Where slopes must be modified along the 
roadbed, adjacentareascan be flattened and rolled to ref)ect existing landscapecharacteristics. Rock cut 
sculpturing can retain natural fracture lines and cleared areas can be blended into “natural” forest 
openings. Careful revegetation efforts are critical and should use transplants of young trees from the 
neighboring area, as well as native grasses and wildflowers. Monitoring should be conducted to 
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6.2.4 Operation and Maintenance Phase 

The operation and maintenance phase is the long-term result of the three preceding phases. A 
highway will necessarily carry traffic and require regular maintenanceactivities. A certain amount of 
pollution (both surface runoff and atmospheric deposition of toxic materials) is associatedwith road 
traffic. Street painting, cleaning, and periodic construction also contribute to these impacts. Mitigation 
opportunities in this phase are basically long-term applications of BMPs similar to those used in the 
construction phase. Stormwater retention ponds are one of the most important. Another, equally 
important, mitigation opportunity is the requisite monitoring and enforcementactivities required to ensure 
that mitigations included in the design phaseremain functional for the life of the project. 

As with the construction phase, the pollution impacts of the operation and maintenance phase 
generally have greater impact on the more sensitive wildland and rural habitats. However, becauseof 
the greater traffic volumes in urban and suburban settings, the cumulative effect of highway operation 
may be greater in these areas, especially in receiving waters. Fortunately, it is likely that greater 
mitigative efforts through maintenanceprograms will be available in higher traffic areas. 

General highway managementpolicies and programs can have a major beneficial effect on mitigating 
the impacts of highway operation and maintenance. Even programs to reducedriving miles, automobile 
emissions,and roadsidelitter are important. Direct mitigation measuresin the operation and maintenance 
phase fall into the following categories: 

l Control litter and limit potential pollution sources. 

l Properly manage the storage, handling, and application (at optimal rates with well-maintained 
spreading equipment) of deicing chemicals. 

l Manage pesticide and herbicide use so that sensitive receptors are not negatively impacted. 

+ Avoid direct discharge of highway runoff to receiving waters. 

l Reducerunoff velocities through flatter grades, drop structures or baffles, or grassedwaterways. 

l Reduce pollutant conceuuations in runoff by maintaining dense grass cover, increasing grass 
height, and leaving cuttings on the ground. 

l Properly manage roadside and median vegetation, using only native species and enhancing 
wildlife food and cover where appropriate (e.g., for bird speciesnot subject to road mortality). 

Stormwater management is an important component of operation phase mitigation strategies and 
requires application of many of the measuresdiscussedunder the constructionphase, including vegetative 
controls, detention basins, and infiltration systems. Vegetationmanagementis associatedwith stormwater 
management, but also plays an important role in the mitigation of wildlife impacts. For example, 
vegetation can serve as noise buffers and shrub plantings can increaseproduction of nesting birds (Leedy 
1975). Mowing should be avoided prior to July so young birds and mammals can fledge and disperse; 
while, selective mowing and cutting can be usedto maintain ecotonediversity. Invasion by exotic species 
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kills, especially of box turtles. 
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poses a special problem that should not be enhancedby plantings of non-native speciesalong roadways. 
Driver education programs can be targeted at reducing the transportation of exotics and intentionaI road 
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6.3 Ecological Restoration as Mitigation 

When impacts to ecosystems cannot be avoided or substantially minimized during the planning, 
design, construction, and operation phases of highway development, mitigation falls to ecological 
restoration. Recent experiencewith wetlands mitigation involving the restoration or creation of wetlands 
has improved both the scienceof restoration (Kusler and Kentula 1989, Marble 1990, Hammer 1992) and 
the managementof mitigation options for unavoidable losses(Kentula et al. 1993). Mitigation banking 
for highway impacts to wetlands has been initiated in several statesunder programs of varying design 
(Short 1988, Howorth 1991). An alternative to banks are “joint projects” where a group of developers 
agrees to carry out a specific mitigation project to compensate for specific losses. Although the 
restoration of large wetland areas that is possible under banking is desirable, the difficulty of 
compensating for the loss of on-site and like-wetland-type values suggestscaution in relying solely on 
mitigation banks (Kusler 1992). Nonetheless, substantial opportunities exist for integrating these 
innovative approachesinto FHWA proceduresdealing with NEPA and Section404 requirements (FHWA 
et al. 1988). 

Adequate mitigation of ecological impacts from highway development may require restoration of 
habitat types other than wetlands. Fortunately, wetland restoration is increasingly being seen as a 
landscapeor watershedlevel activity (NRC 1992) that includes restoration of other habitats (e.g., riparian 
areas and forests). At the same time, new mitigation efforts are being focused on restoration of 
endangeredspecieshabitats (David Wyatt, Caltrans, personal communication). Although the difficulties 
in achieving sustainablerestored wetlands will doubtlessly be duplicated as restoration is undertaken for 
other habitat types, considerable success has been achieved for many habitats (notably forests and 
prairies). The following five-point framework is proposed for addressing ecosystem restoration 
(Southerland 1991): 

1. Define the restoration goal. 
2. Specify the restoration objectives of sustainability and ecological v&es. 
3. Apply a holistic approach to achieve functional restoration. 
4. Assessthe restoration by comparison with reference systemsand integrated measures. 
5. Use practical criteria that reflect the desired ecosystemvalues for each ecosystemtype. 

Larger policy decisions, such as whether to restore for a particular use or for the natural condition, 
should be addressedin Step 1. It is also the time to determine how to incorporate the landscapesetting 
into the project goals. When the goal is ecological restoration, the objective of a “natural sustainable 
community” should be explizitly stated. In addition, the specific suite of ecosystemvalues and services 
that are desired should be selected. This will determine the degree of restoration required and the 
expecteddeviation of the restored system from the predisturbancecondition. Even when it is impossible 
to return affected areas (e.g., medians and roadsides) to their natural condition, innovative restoration 
techniques can be used to better integrate the areasinto the surrounding landscape(Harker et al. 1993). 
Even simple tree planting along highways by organizations such as American Treeways and Maryland’s 
Cloverleaf Foundation (in coordination with state highway departments) can benefit the landscape 
(Rodbell 1993). 

The actual restoration steps required will depend on the condition of the degraded habitat to be 
restored. Two classesof restoration can be envisioned for highway-related impacts: (1) restoration of 
habitat which remains intact but is degraded by highway development activities and (2) restoration and 
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creation of habitat (both in-kind and different habitats) ti ‘a replacement for habitat that has been 
converted tb ‘highway pavement or other incompatible use. The second class includes restoration or 
creation within the highway corridor of habitats that provide desired landscapefunctions but were not 
specifically degraded by highway activities. It is FHWA policy to encouragestates to convert excess 
rights-of-way to public uses or to joint-use projects (Linker 1989). Increasingly, joint-use projects are 
being undertakento construct engineeredwetlandsfor basinwide control of nonpoint sourcepollution and 
water quality improvement. Other types of restoration within extensiveright-of-way areasinclude habitat 
enhancementfor certain birds speciesor restoration of remnant of prairie plant communities (Drake and 
Kirchner 1987). The most important factor in conducting right-of-way restorations (and maintenance) 
is the control of exotic species. Both accidental and purposeful introductions of non-native species 
(especially plants) must be avoided. 

Depending on the severity of the degradation, ecological restoration will intervene at one of .the 
following stages of restoration: detoxification, creation of physical structure, restoration of chemical 
balanceand nutrient supply, return of vegetation and soil microfauna, integration of habitat features and 
spatial heterogeneity of patches, and colonization with fauna. Whatever the method employed, the 
assessmentand modification of the restoration effort should be based on comparisons with appropriate 
referencesystemsto ensurethat the desired ecosystemstructures,functions, and values are attained. This 
reference-basedapproach may be most useful when combined with a regional ecological classification 
(such as Omemik’s (1987) EPA ecoregions concept) and integrated measures of ecological integrity 
obtained from undisturbed ecosystems(such as Karr’s (1991) Index of Biological Integrity). 

6.4 Mitigation Monitoring 

Monitoring is essentialto understandingthe effects of a project. It is likewise critical to evaluating 
the degree of implementation and successor failure of mitigation efforts. Effects observed through 
monitoring can help modify project managementor improve future decisionmaking on projects with 
similar impacts, or in similar areas (Canter 1993). It is unlikely that adequateinformation on project 
effects and mitigation implementation and success will be obtained unless it is provided for in the 
monitoring program. 

Many of the elementsnecessaryfor adequatemonitoring will have been developedas part of project 
planning and environmental analysis. These include the following (Noss 1990): 

l Gathering data. 
l Establishing baseline conditions. 
l Identifying ecological elementsat risk. 
l Selecting ecological goals and objectives. 
l Predicting likely project impacts. 
l Establishing the objectives of mitigation. 

The following additional monitoring-specific steps can build upon these elements: 

l Formulate specific questionsto be answeredby monitoring. 
l Select indicators. 
l Identify control areas/treatments. 
l Design and implement monitoring. 



l Population response. 
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l Confirm relationshipsbetweenindicators and goals and objectives. 
. Analyze trends and recommendchangesto management.  

The breadth and specificity of the monitoring program will be determined by the habitat m itigation 
goals. M itigation of habitat impacts in the planning and design phasesusually involve avoidanceof 
sensitive habitats and monitoring is required ensure that the distribution of habitats was accurately 
understoodand that the attenuationof impacts at the habitat boundary were as expected. M itigation in 
the constructionand operationphasesprimarily involve control of pollution. This is especiallytrue for 
wetland and aquatic systemswhere, after physical alteration, off-site impacts to hydrology and water 
quality pose the greatest threat. Monitoring of pollution control measuresis an essentialpart of the 
m itigation of highway constructionand operation impacts. 

The fact that many restoration projects designatedas m itigation have not achievedtheir desired 
objectives is well documented. It is also believed that m itigation measuresfor many projects are not 
adequatelyimplementedor enforced. Therefore, determinationof the true effectivenessof m itigation 
shouldbe the goal of monitoring programs. 

In the case of m itigation based on ecological restoration, monitoring is essential to determine 
restoration effectiveness,and thus m itigation success. Practical criteria must be selectedfor use in 
evaluating the successof restoring the habitats of concern. Becausethe constraints of practical 
measurementare already being consideredby various agenciesin the developmentof environmental 
monitoring programs, a greater range of validated quantitative ecosystemparameters may soon be 
available for evaluation of restoration success(e.g., Hunsaker and Carpenter 1990). The following 
categoriesof criteria are proposedas the m inimum from which habitat restoration indicators should be 
selected: 
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7. Summary of Mitigations for Ecological hipaCts 

The following table is a summary of the principal mitigation measures recommended for highway 
impacts arising in each phase of project development (planning, design, construction, and operation) 
within each of the four environmental settings (urban, suburban, rural, and wildland). 

Table 4. Principal Mitigation Measures for Ecological Impacts By Phase and Setting of 
Highway Development 

Use alternative Use altematrve 

sensitive habitats 
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